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Abstract 
Sustainable management of fisheries resources has become more pertinent in 
recent times due to issues associated with stock exploitation, changing habitat 
and climate. This has led to the development of techniques that allow us to 
acquire more reliable species and habitat information useful for ecosystem-
based fisheries management. The present thesis applies multidisciplinary 
approaches to integrate species data sourced from remote sensing (RS) tools, 
fisheries agencies, and diver surveys. Geographic information systems (GIS) 
and statistical models were used for the assessment of commercial macro-
invertebrate stocks along the coast of Victoria in south-east Australia.  
Acquiring data regarding the distribution of catch and fishing effort over 
space and time in small scale benthic fisheries is challenging. Here, we 
investigated the footprint of commercial diving events on blacklip abalone 
(Haliotis rubra) stocks along the south-west coast of Victoria from 2008 to 
2011. Using catch data matched with global positioning system (GPS) we 
found catch per unit of effort (CPUE) was not uniform in spatial and temporal 
distribution indicating the presence of CPUE clusters on specific reef areas. 
Integrating CPUE with light detection and ranging (LiDAR)-derived 
bathymetry data using generalized additive mixed models (GAMM) 
established that fishing pressure primarily coincided with shallow, rugose and 
complex reef structures.  
Defining the geographic extent of suitable fishing grounds at a scale 
relevant to resource exploitation for commercial benthic species can be 
problematic. By providing detailed seafloor structure information using 
bathymetric LiDAR, suitable grounds can be characterized for coastally 
distributed benthic fisheries. In this study we defined the spatial extent of 
suitable fishing grounds for blacklip abalone using a maximum entropy 
modeling approach integrating variables of seafloor structure, with the 
locations of fishing event data. The model determined that bathymetry, 
rugosity and complexity were the three most important predictors in defining 
suitable fishing grounds (AUC = 0.89). Suitable fishing grounds predicted by 
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the model showed a good relationship with catch statistics within each sub-
zone of the fishery. 
Infectious pathogens figure prominently among those factors threatening 
marine wildlife. An outbreak of a herpes-like virus among commercially fished 
abalone populations in the south-west fishery of Victoria during 2006-2007 has 
been associated with high mortality rates among all cohorts. Long-term records 
from fishery-independent surveys of blacklip abalone enabled abundance from 
pre- and post-viral periods to be analyzed to estimate changes in stock density 
and biomass. Significant differences were observed in abundance between pre- 
and post-viral periods. Although there was limited evidence of gradual stock 
improvement in recent years, disease-affected reefs remain below productivity 
rates prior to the disease outbreak. Abundance data were modelled as a 
function of habitat variables, and indicated that high abundance was associated 
with complex reef structures in coastal waters (<15 m).  
This thesis also describes the distributions of two commercial marine 
macro-invertebrates blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin (Centrostephanus 
rodgersii) along the coast of Victoria. Using generalized linear modelling 
(GLM) to predict current and future (IPCC [intergovernmental panel on 
climate change] scenario for the year 2100) distribution of these benthic 
species we found that the occurrence and abundance were positively associated 
with seafloor structural complexity. Blacklip abalone abundance showed a 
negative association with sea surface temperature (SST), conversely, the 
distribution of spiny sea urchin showed positive responses to increasing winter 
SST. Furthermore, high abundance of blacklip abalone was associated with 
dense brown macro-algae, whereas areas with high spiny sea urchin densities 
were relatively devoid of algal assemblages and were low in abalone 
abundance. The modelling for the year 2100 predicted a south-westward range 
extensions of spiny sea urchin, in response to increased ocean temperatures. 
The potential for this range expansion to reduce existing commercial fishing 
grounds for abalone is discussed. 
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1.1 General introduction 
 
Fisheries worldwide are considered primary sources of food and income, 
but are increasingly under threat of collapse. Over the past few decades, our 
oceans have experienced global depletion of commercially targeted stocks 
(Myers and Worm, 2003; Worm et al., 2009). The downward trend of marine 
resources is more serious adjacent to coastal areas where approximately 38% 
of the world’s population resides (De Freitas and Tagliani, 2009; Jackson et al., 
2001). Anthropogenic effects including habitat degradation, overfishing, 
pollution and disease outbreaks, coupled with the lack of fisheries knowledge, 
have undermined the resilience of coastal ecosystems by losing biodiversity 
and productivity (Charles, 2008; Lotze et al., 2006). Climate change and 
associated impacts such as global warming  are also evident in our oceans and 
threaten marine biodiversity by changing species ranges and benthic habitats 
and by an increasing occurrence of disease (Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno, 2010; 
Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Sunday et al., 2015). Negative impacts brought 
about by these factors have subjected certain species, such as the commercially 
harvested benthic invertebrate, abalone, to overexploitation and localized 
depletion (Stierhoff et al., 2012). Traditional fisheries management approaches 
that fail to take into account the effects of habitat availability and human 
impacts on the environment have often been ineffective (Webster 2013; 
Chassot et al., 2011). To overcome these challenges, the emerging paradigm of 
ecosystem-based fisheries management has been suggested as an alternative 
approach to developing integrated strategies aimed at maintaining ecosystem 
health through the planning of appropriate harvesting strategies (Pikitch et al., 
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2004; Webster, 2013). Integrating newly available, fine-scale information from 
marine ecosystems into the decision-making processes may lead to more 
effective management outcomes (Powers and Monk, 2010). 
A limiting factor for managing shallow benthic fisheries resources is 
often the availability of detailed and precise environmental information, and 
the understanding of existing links between biophysical habitat components, 
stock abundance, and fishing patterns. However, acquiring reliable information 
from the marine environment and accurately assessing spatial and temporal 
variability such as targeted fishing effort can be challenging. This difficulty in 
data collection is mainly due to the inherent complexity and dynamic nature of 
marine systems and the ecosystems they support. Nonetheless, more reliable 
environmental and species-specific knowledge can be achieved using advances 
in geographic information systems (GIS), global positing systems (GPS) and 
remote sensing (RS) techniques that have become essential tools to understand 
underlying processes in both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (Chassot et al., 
2011; Fisher and Toepfer, 1998; Simpson, 1992; Valavanis et al., 2004). 
Remote sensing technologies provide efficient and extensive measurements of 
physical and biological properties of oceans such as sea surface temperature, 
chlorophyll distribution (Klemas, 2013), algal blooms (Carvalho et al., 2010; 
Kutser et al., 2006), salinity (Lagerloef, 2009; Wang and Xu, 2008), and 
geophysical information including bathymetry and seafloor morphology (Chust 
et al., 2010; Costa et al., 2009; Tattoni et al., 2012).   
Airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) systems are examples of 
recent advances in RS technologies (Klemas, 2013; Simonson et al., 2014). 
LiDAR-derived digital elevation models (DEMs) can be used to generate high-
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resolution secondary products such as topographic and geophysical maps of the 
land surface and sea floor in areas that are difficult to survey using traditional 
methods. During the past decade, terrestrial-based studies have increasingly 
used these techniques to acquire information about the ground elevation and 
vegetation structure for applications in biodiversity assessment (Clawges et al., 
2008; Goetz et al., 2007). Many of the applications of LiDAR within the 
terrestrial domain are relevant to the aquatic environment. For example, 
bathymetric LiDAR systems can characterize the physical structure of benthic 
and shallow-water habitats (< 50 m), including bathymetry and structural 
complexity of the seafloor that affect the occurrence and abundance of aquatic 
species and associated habitats (Chust et al., 2010; Kuffner et al., 2007; Walker 
et al., 2009; Wedding et al., 2008). These physical characteristics can be used 
to infer the complexity and connectivity of benthic habitats at a resolution that 
has not been previously possible, especially with respect to the accuracy and 
detail that can be achieved (Figure 1). Topographic complexity is an important 
structural characteristic of the seafloor, which influences a number of 
ecological and environmental attributes and contributes to the ecological 
function of a given community. Positive correlations have been reported 
between topographic complexity, species diversity and biomass density 
(Pittman et al. 2013). Woodby et al. (2009) found that the distribution of corals 
was strongly associated with rugose and complex seafloor structures. Mellin et 
al. (2012) also reported that the presence of complex seafloor structures was a 
critical factor for the occurrence of two abalone species, greenlip abalone 
(Haliotis laevigata) and blacklip abalone (Haliotis rubra). Therefore, including 
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this factor in habitat models can provide more insights into species and habitat 
associations.  
In comparison to coarse-scale bathymetric products derived from satellite 
altimetry (kilometres), the high resolution provided by LiDAR (metres) offers 
great potential for advancing our knowledge of the fine-scale functional 
linkages between geophysical structures and ecological processes, especially in 
shallow coastal zones (Pittman et al., 2013). This also provides an opportunity 
to rethink how we manage coastal fisheries resources, particularly those that 
are dependent on specific terrain characteristics, such as reef dwelling species. 
LiDAR supports benthic habitat mapping that can help resource managers to 
make informed and ecologically relevant decisions through predicting the 
spatial distribution of resources, detecting environmental change, designing 
monitoring sampling strategies and delineating marine protected areas (Chust 
et al., 2010; Simonson et al., 2014; Valle et al., 2011). Therefore, by integrating 
information regarding the physical structure of the seascape with detailed 
species and habitat information collected by commercial fisheries and 
management agencies, ecosystem-based fisheries management can be applied 
at a scale more relevant to the resources exploited.   
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Analysis of spatial patterns in the distribution of species is one of the 
fundamental aspects of ecological studies (Cagnacci et al., 2010; Tomkiewicz 
et al., 2010). Population dynamics can be impacted by factors such as habitat 
heterogeneity and life history traits in time and space. Species interact with the 
ecosystem around them and the existence of patterns indicates that many of 
them respond to environmental gradients with spatial and temporal 
aggregations over local or regional scales (Bartolino et al., 2011; Yardin, 1997). 
Spatial heterogeneity in species distribution can influence their survival, 
ontogenetic progression and reproductive performance. Spatial structuring that 
may result from individual behavior, population dynamics or, habitat 
preference can also be observed in catch and effort data (Maynou, 1998). For 
example, aggregated clusters or areas of high densities are often targeted when 
fishing the resource to increase the catch per unit of effort (CPUE). Fishermen 
generally target high yield fishing grounds where the highest catch rates can be 
achieved with the least cost invested. In turn, fisheries management is focused 
on robust methods to increase the efficiency of fisheries operations by 
improving economic returns and reducing fishing effort, whilst ensuring 
resource sustainability. The accurate evaluation of the spatial distribution of the 
fishing resource can benefit managers when evaluating harvest strategies and 
setting catch limits for spatial managed fisheries.  
Fishery-dependent data are often limited to the target species of large-
scale commercial fisheries and appropriate long-term catch and monitoring 
data at finer spatial scales required for stock assessments are typically lacking 
(Deng et al., 2005; Fernández-Boán et al., 2013; Gerritsen and Lordan, 2011). 
However, site-specific estimates of patterns in the distribution of catch, effort 
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and CPUE can provide invaluable insights into the productivity of an area 
which supports target species and trends through time and space. With recent 
advances in GPS tracking, fishery location data can be recorded by GPS catch 
loggers that have been applied to small and large scale fisheries increasing the 
possibility of identifying productive fishing areas (Chassot et al., 2011; 
Fernández-Boán et al., 2013; Marrs et al., 2002; Parnell et al., 2010). An 
understanding of the extent of fishable habitats is critical to better inform 
productivity estimates when setting harvestable biomass fractions in many 
fisheries. Knowledge regarding fishable habitat, the location of fishing events 
and the characteristics that drive productivity could be useful to better 
understand the distribution and variation in productivity across the fishable 
resource. In addition to improving the efficiency of fishery-dependent data 
collections by the application of novel and cost-effective tools such as GPS 
logger units, data from scientific fishery-independent surveys is also useful. 
Implementation of fishery-independent surveys, although costly, is an effective 
means of obtaining independent time-series data from species and their habitats 
(Harms et al., 2010; Knuckey et al., 2013; Rotherham et al., 2007). 
Unfortunately, fishery-dependent information is not always an ideal index for 
stock assessment as it provides limited information on unfished stocks. For 
example cohorts of pre-recruits yet to enter the fishery that may provide an 
indication of spatially variable recruitment success.     
Details of spatial information from fishery dependent and independent 
surveys have the potential to be assessed using species distribution models 
(SDMs) that can be used to create maps of species distribution and critical 
habitat (Elith et al., 2011; Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000; Soykan et al., 
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2014). SDMs have been widely used in different fields of study from ecology 
to conservation biology and biogeography (Choi et al., 2011; Elith and 
Leathwick, 2009; Franklin, 2009; Gormley et al., 2011), and successfully 
demonstrated in the marine context to identify species habitat connections and 
ecologically relevant predictors of species distribution (Hermosilla et al., 2011; 
Iampietro et al., 2008; Lefkaditou et al., 2008; Ready et al., 2010). A number 
of studies have been accomplished using these modelling methods to evaluate 
the importance of predictors determining species distributions (Martin et al., 
2012; Mellin et al., 2012; Palialexis et al., 2011). Examples of case studies 
undertaken in recent times include assessing spatial and temporal distribution 
of spotted sea trout using fishery catch data and boosted regression trees (BRT) 
(Froeschke and Froeschke, 2011), and using generalized additive models 
(GAM) to identify essential habitats of pelagic species in the Mediterranean 
(Bellido et al., 2008). In another example, suitable habitats of larvae and adult 
fish in the western Mediterranean were identified using GAMs and geo-
statistical approaches (Crec’hriou et al., 2008). It has been suggested that 
SDMs are particularly useful in fisheries applications, for instance, analysing 
fishing effort data to identify and mitigate bycatch hotspots (Martinez-Rincon 
et al., 2015; Soykan et al., 2014). Brown et al. (2012), demonstrated the 
application of SDMs to predict a scallop habitat and found good agreement 
between predicted suitable habitats and activity of commercial fishing vessels.  
The increasing threats to marine fauna and flora in recent decades 
associated with climate change has prompted the application of SDMs to 
predicting future scenarios. SDMs are important tools to explore the effect of 
projected global change on biodiversity (Robinson et al., 2011; Sinclair et al., 
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2010) as the global climate changes with consequent range shifts of many 
species (Lambert et al., 2014; Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Perry et al., 2005). 
Mean global temperature has risen over the past century, and further warming 
ranging from 1.6 - 6.4ºC is predicted for the next 100 years (Betts et al., 2011; 
IPCC, 2007; Joshi et al., 2011). Oceanic waters around Australia, especially in 
the south-east region, are experiencing warming at three to four times the 
global average (Ridgway, 2007). Changing patterns in sea surface temperature 
are largely due to the strengthening of the East Australian Current, transporting 
warmer waters from lower latitudes towards temperate south-east Australia. 
Many commercially and ecologically important species such as abalone and 
sea urchins will undoubtedly be influenced by warming in this region and there 
is already evidence for tropicalization of these temperate systems through 
range expansions (Ling et al., 2009b; Strain et al., 2013). 
Abalone, a marine gastropod mollusc from the family Haliotidae, are 
found on temperate shallow, subtidal rocky shores including southern 
Australian regions (Gordon and Cook, 2004). Various abalone species are 
commercially harvested around the world and it is estimated that over half of 
the world’s current wild abalone catch is from Australia alone (Gordon and 
Cook, 2013; Mayfield et al., 2012). However, there has been a drastic decline 
in the total world abalone landings over the past three decades mainly due to 
overharvesting (Cook and Gordon, 2010) (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Global wild catch and country-by country harvest of abalone from 
legal landings. Right Y-axis and left Y-axis respectively indicate global and 
country by country catch trends (Source: www.fishtech.com). 
 
In Victoria, south-east Australia, blacklip abalone is the highest value 
fisheries species, subjected to a variety of factors threatening stock 
sustainability such as mass mortality caused by disease outbreak, overfishing 
and loss of suitable habitats due to range expansion of barren forming spiny sea 
urchins (Centrostephanus rodgersii) (Gorfine, 2002; Gorfine et al., 2012; 
Mayfield et al., 2011a). Spiny sea urchins in this region have altered their home 
range in response to rising temperatures, and affecting other organisms such as 
abalone. Sea urchins are major grazers in temperate marine systems, with the 
capability of aggregating in high densities (Banks et al., 2007; Byrnes et al., 
2013). Within subtidal habitats in south-east Australia, urchins compete with 
abalone for food and space (Andrew et al., 1998; Strain and Johnson, 2009). 
Overgrazing of macro-algae by urchins can create unsuitable barren habitats 
for abalone. Compared to blacklip abalone, spiny sea urchin larvae display 
long distance dispersal. The movement of urchins locally is related to a 
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strengthened East Australian Current transporting urchin larvae, which 
combined with rising ocean temperatures, provide a suitable environment for 
them to flourish. Management strategies such as urchin culling have recently 
been considered in south-east Australia to arrest the formation of urchin 
barrens (Ling et al., 2010; Strain and  Johnson, 2013). An emphasis has also 
been placed on the role of natural predators as a sustainable means of reducing 
damage to productive grounds. For example, predation by larger rock lobsters 
is thought to control urchin abundance on rocky reefs in Tasmania (Pederson 
and  Johnson, 2006; Babcock et al., 2010), although information is still limited 
regarding predator-prey interactions between lobsters and urchins especially in 
Victorian waters. The range expansion of urchins is a significant threat to the 
biodiversity of near-shore reefs and associated abalone fisheries.  
In addition, in the state of Victoria, abalone stocks are under particular 
pressure following an outbreak of a herpes-like virus during 2006-2007 that 
resulted in mass mortality in the Western and Central zones of the fishery. The 
occurrence of diseases in marine ecosystems has increased recently and is 
likely exacerbated by climate change (Harvell et al., 1999; Harvell et al., 
2002). Climate-mediated stressors in combination with human activities may 
accelerate global transport of pathogens into previously unexposed host 
populations, increasing the likelihood of broad-scale epidemics. Although rare, 
infectious agents pose a major risk to fisheries stocks (Harvell et al., 2002), 
reinforcing the need to improve our ability to predict the consequences of 
climate induced prevalence of disease and minimizing the impacts of future 
outbreaks.  
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1.2 Research needs 
 
Understanding the extent of available shallow fishing grounds, dynamics 
of commercial species, and their responses to ecological variation is critical for 
constructing effective ecosystem-based management strategies. The advent of 
monitoring instruments such as bathymetric LiDAR now provides high quality 
seafloor structure data for shallow aquatic ecosystems. In turn, advances in 
logging and GPS technologies allow us to spatially locate observation 
information that can be overlaid on environmental data to infer drivers of 
observed patterns. These tools, using a range of spatial analysis methods, 
provide a unique opportunity to collate detailed geophysical information with 
diver activity, fishing catch records, and species data sourced from fisheries 
agencies and research surveys. This spatial information can help to fill a 
fisheries knowledge gap by improving information regarding the scale of 
fishing patterns relevant to exploited species. In addition, high resolution 
seafloor structural data can aid in mapping critical fisheries habitats, for reef 
dwelling species.  
There is also a need to investigate range shifts of coastal species in the 
face of climate change. Assessing the impact of warming on shallow coastal 
fishery resources is critical  in south-east Australia where the rate of warming 
is several times higher than global average (Butler et al., 2007; Ridgway, 
2007). Moreover, there is a growing concern about large scale mortality risks 
in marine ecosystems driven by disease outbreaks and anthropogenic factors, 
reducing the resilience of ecologically and commercially important resources 
(Harvell et al., 2002; Krkošek et al., 2007).  
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Information from such studies is expected to facilitate understanding of 
fisheries ecology. It is envisaged that the findings will be useful to commercial 
and industry groups and will provide benefits for the ecosystem-based 
management of fisheries resources in this region and beyond. 
1.3 Aim and objectives 
 
Using the case study of the Victorian abalone fishery, the aim of this 
thesis is to assess the current fisheries and ecological status of the resource 
through application of anovel set of multidisiplinary GIS, remote sensing and 
spatial modelling approaches. The thesis has four main objectives:  
(1) To evaluate spatial and temporal patterns of blacklip abalone CPUE 
derived from fine-scale monitoring of fishing activity. Observed 
patterns are further assessed by combining CPUE with seafloor 
topographic descriptors at the reef scale to determine the relationship 
between blacklip abalone CPUE and seafloor structure. 
(2)  To characterize the footprint of the Western blacklip abalone fishery 
using remotely-sensed LiDAR derivatives and fishing event localities 
using a species distribution modeling approach. 
(3) To investigate blacklip abalone abundance patterns at two ontogenetic 
phases (pre-recruits and recruits) on disease impacted reefs and explore 
the associations between species abundance and habitat attributes. 
(4) To predict current and future distributions of blacklip abalone and range 
shifts in spiny sea urchins, and associated impacts on fishing grounds. 
Furthermore, to assess species abundance patterns in relation to macro-
algal communities throughout shallow waters of the Victorian coastline.  
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1.4 Thesis structure 
 
To meet the aforementioned objectives of the thesis, four studies were 
undertaken and are presented as four main research chapters (Chapters 2 to 5).  
 
Chapter 2: Spatial and temporal trends in blacklip abalone fishing effort  
The accurate assessment of spatial and temporal patterns in catch from 
small scale benthic fisheries is problematic due to the lack of efficient 
management instruments such as the accurate GPS loggers. Using locations of 
catch and fishing effort data estimated from GPS units and fishery logbooks, 
this chapter identifies blacklip abalone productivity hotspots and integrates 
CPUE with high resolution bathymetric LiDAR data. Generalized additive 
mixed model (GAMM) is used to determine how CPUE patterns are related to 
seabed structure. The proportion of the reef extent that was fished is also 
quantified to evaluate which reef areas are preferentially targeted by 
commercial fishers.      
 
Chapter 3: Mapping blacklip abalone fishing grounds using LiDAR  
Reliable approaches to characterize suitable fishing grounds is of interest 
to fishers and managers as there is the potential to reduce cost and effort. In 
Chapter 3, fishable habitats for blacklip abalone are predicted using a species 
distribution model, integrating divers’ footprints and habitat descriptors. By 
overlaying predicted maps on diver-identified productive grounds and through 
comparison with catch reports, this study evaluates how well these estimates 
match across management units. This study aids in closing the gap between the 
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scale of management and the scale at which fishing operations occur, and by 
providing a better understanding of the key drivers linked to productive fishing 
areas allow for finer reef scale-based management of the fishery.   
 
Chapter 4: Abundance of blacklip abalone populations infected by a virus 
Chapter 4 investigates the recovery status of the virus affected blacklip 
abalone populations in the Victorian south-west fishing zone, after a mass 
mortality event. Long term abundance data from pre- and post-viral periods is 
analyzed to estimate stock density and biomass in age classes ranging from pre 
to post recruitment across the disease affected areas. This chapter seeks to 
assess the impact on the recruitment of these populations, as well as to identify 
spatial patterns of abundance in terms of habitat variables.  
 
Chapter 5:  Environmental correlates of blacklip abalone and spiny sea 
urchins 
Following the assessment of virus affected blacklip abalone populations 
in the previous chapter, Chapter 5 is aimed at investigating the effect of range 
shifts and climate change threatening blacklip abalone populations and their 
fishery grounds at a broad spatial scale throughout Victorian coasts. In south-
east Australia, some species such as barren forming spiny sea urchins are now 
expanding their range southwards and westwards, which is likely to be due 
increased strength in the East Australian Current bring warmer water further 
south. Therefore, using topographic and climatic variables, Chapter 5 predicts 
current and future (for the year 2100) distribution of these macro-invertebrates 
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over a wide geographic range and assesses these patterns in relation to 
associated macro-algal communities. 
 
Chapter 6: General discussion and conclusion 
In the discussion chapter, findings of the study are placed in context with the 
literature and the contribution of the work to enhancing fisheries management 
approaches. The limitations of the work and potential future extension are also 
discussed.  
Chapters represent independent work with three of the four research 
chapters published in peer-reviewed journals. Chapter 2 has been presented at 
the Geological Habitat (GeoHab) mapping 2013 Conference, Rome, Italy in 
May 2013, and is published in PloSONE; Chapters 3 and 4 were presented at 
the GeoHab Conference, Lorne, Australia (May 2014). Chapters 3 is published 
in Fisheries Research and Chapter 4 is published in Fisheries Management and 
Ecology. Chapter 5 has been presented at the Australian Marine Science 
Association (AMSA) Conference, Geelong, Australia (July 2015) and is in 
preparation for submission to Global Change Biology. 
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Chapter 2: Spatial and temporal trends in 
blacklip abalone fishing effort  
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2.1 Introduction 
 
Globally, fisheries provide a pivotal source of food and income; hence, 
the sustainable maintenance of these limited renewable resources is critical to 
their longevity. However, detailed information about the spatial and temporal 
footprint of fisheries (i.e. the intensity and variability through time and space) 
is often lacking (Eastwood et al., 2007; Harrington et al., 2007; Marrs et al., 
2002). In many fisheries, vessel monitoring systems are used to assess fishing 
activity and to inform marine spatial planning, particularly at large spatial 
scales (Deng et al., 2005; Gerritsen and Lordan, 2011). Compiling data from 
these sources has some constraints such as low spatial resolution, incomplete 
coverage of vessel tracks, and a lack of explicit linkages between data about 
actual fishing sites and CPUE reports (Lee et al., 2010; Skaar et al., 2011). 
Recent assessments have shown that the benefits outweigh the costs of having 
access to detailed field-based information for both assessment and compliance 
purposes (Gerritsen and Lordan, 2011). This has led to the installation of GPS 
units to geo-locate catch data on fishing vessels from small scale fisheries. GPS 
integration with data loggers have recently been trialed to assess fishing 
process in artisanal sea urchin (Fernández-Boán et al., 2013) and scallop 
fisheries (Buxton et al., 2011). Due to the links between the spatial dimension 
of the distribution of a target species and the behavior of the fleet, details on 
the spatial patterns of CPUE data increase the potential to decipher such 
connections (Cagnacci et al., 2010; Fernández-Boán et al., 2013; Mundy, 2012; 
Urbano et al., 2010). 
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Marine resources do not exhibit random patterns, particularly in the case 
of benthic species, in which stocks and species forming clusters (such as 
mussel beds) over local and regional scales (Deng et al., 2005; McGarvey, 
2006; Yardin, 1997). Heterogeneity in species distribution may also result from 
species behavioral traits, population dynamics, habitat preferences, or fishing 
strategies (Maynou, 1998). In this regard, previous studies have trialed 
geostatistical approaches, such as spatial autocorrelation and cluster analysis in 
assessing temporal (i.e. seasonal) and spatial patterns of exploitation among 
target species (Beseres and Feller, 2007; Lewison et al., 2009; Nelson and 
Boots, 2008). Examples of such research include predictive modeling of 
species abundance (Gillenwater et al., 2006; Valavanis et al., 2004), 
determining locations of biological hotspots and productive areas (Bartolino et 
al., 2011; Reese and Brodeur, 2006), and monitoring fishing fleet activity to 
identify patterns in fishing pressure (Nilsson and Ziegler, 2007; Riolo, 2006). 
The availability of GPS-enabled data loggers and their integration with 
geostatistical approaches has the potential to provide new avenues for 
investigating patterns in productivity at clusters identified across important 
fishing zones. In turn, this knowledge is expected to help with analyzing 
cumulative CPUE and spatial and temporal changes through time (Mundy, 
2012). 
Identification of patterns of catch and effort in benthic fisheries is, 
however, not enough on its own to inform harvest strategies aimed at ensuring 
long term profitability. It is also important to understand how these patterns are 
associated with seafloor physical characteristics, due to the strong association 
between substrate structure and benthic species preferred habitat, upon which 
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fishing pressure is superimposed (Walker et al., 2009; Wedding et al., 2008). 
Acquiring this type of data has been limited in the past. However, newly 
established remote sensing instruments, such as LiDAR systems provide an 
opportunity to identify seafloor characteristics of exploited mollusc habitat. 
Bathymetric LiDAR uses laser pulses to acquire feature characteristics by 
recording the signals reflected from the seabed and the ocean surface to infer 
depth (Wang and Philpot, 2007). LiDAR-derived digital elevation models have 
been applied to generate marine-based 3D architecture in shallow marine 
habitats (Vierling et al., 2008). Seafloor features may be determined that 
influence both the habitat preferences of aquatic species and the scale and 
pattern of demersal fishing (Nilsson and Ziegler, 2007; Zawada and Brock, 
2009).  
Blacklip abalone is a commercially important mollusc in Australia. It is 
endemic to the region of southern Australia extending from mid New South 
Wales along the mainland east coast to as far as the south west of Western 
Australia as well as the coastal waters of the island state of Tasmania. This 
species represents a high proportion of Australia’s abalone wild fishery, 
comprising 82 % of the total catch landed during 2010 (Mayfield et al., 2012). 
In Victoria, however, harvest quotas have declined substantially in recent years, 
with several factors suggested, including illegal fishing, the creation of no take 
marine parks, overfishing, and disease (Mayfield et al., 2012). As a 
consequence, various strategies have been adopted to enhance management of 
the fishery (James et al., 2007; Mayfield et al., 2012). These have generally 
focused on increased spatial resolution in assessment and management coupled 
with greater stakeholder engagement in co-managing the fishery. In terms of 
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assessment this has included the use of GPS data loggers to geo-locate catch 
data, structured or directed fishing approaches to harvest abalone from specific 
stocks recovering from disease impacts, and acquiring improved knowledge 
about the spatial trends in growth and maturation rates in south west fishery of 
Victoria (Prince et al., 2008). It was in this context that this study focused on 
analyzing CPUE data for blacklip abalone using GIS-based spatial statistics. 
Specifically, we aimed to (1) determine the spatial and temporal trends in the 
distribution of CPUE, and identify productivity hotspots, and (2) assess 
associations between the patterns of CPUE and the structure of the seafloor at 
the reef scale by using high resolution LiDAR-derived seafloor variables. The 
information presented here is anticipated to provide an insight into the key 
determinants of catch and effort patterns in benthic fisheries. The knowledge 
acquired may be applied towards better informed selection of harvest strategies 
that balance or optimize financial profits for fishing enterprises while obtaining 
improved outcomes in ecological performance such as preventing stocks to be 
overharvested. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
 
2.2.1 Study site 
The study area encompassed the Western abalone fishing zone on the 
south west coast of Victoria, Australia. This is a statutory management region 
that extends from the Hopkins River in Warrnambool to the Victoria-South 
Australia interstate border on the western side of Discovery Bay (Figure 3). 
Geographically, the area was bounded by 140° 56' to 142° 31' E and 38° 06' to 
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38° 26' S, with a coastal length of approximately 200 km. The exposed open 
coast encompasses a mosaic of reef and bare sediment, with near shore patchy 
reef extensions from the intertidal zone to deeper offshore waters. 
Geomorphology across the study area ranges from low to high complexity. 
Algal assemblages are mostly dominated by kelp and fucoid beds that serve as 
appropriate habitats for many benthic fish and invertebrates. Three of the main 
abalone fishing sub-zones (Discovery Bay, Julia Bank and Lady Julia Percy 
Island (Figure 4) were selected for the assessment of CPUE distribution 
patterns. These sub-zones contain some major reef extensions of interest to 
commercial fisheries, and despite their disaggregation, they have in common 
that all were unaffected by a novel outbreak of the disease abalone viral 
ganglioneuritis (AVG) which decimated populations of blacklip abalone in 
adjacent sub-zones during 2006–2008 (Mayfield et al., 2011b). Apart from 
absence of disease, these three sub-zones were selected for three main 
attributes: (1) the availability of GPS records of commercial diving locations 
for blacklip abalone from 2008 to 2011, (2) the high numbers of abalone that 
have been harvested from these areas in recent years, (3) diversity in specific 
seafloor characteristics such as geology, rugosity and depth. These reefs 
became the mainstay of the fishery during the period immediately post disease 
while other areas of the zone remained closed for several years in response to 
the AVG outbreak (Gorfine et al., 2008).  
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Figure 4. An example of the distribution of fishing effort recorded by GPS 
units around Julia Percy Island, south-west Victoria, Australia.  
 
 
2.2.2 Data acquisition and analysis grids 
Catch and fishing effort data from six commercial divers harvesting 
blacklip abalone were provided by Western Abalone Divers Association 
(WADA) for the three study sub-zones, totaling 1422 diving hours. These data 
were recorded using a boat-based GPS system that logged catch localities and 
size information for years 2008-2011, a period during which much of the zone 
was closed to fishing to promote post-disease recovery. However, eight sub-
zones from the entire Western zone were open to blacklip abalone fishing 
operations, of which, GPS records from three sub-zones were considered due 
to the quality and continuity of their records over the four-year study period. 
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Commercial harvest of abalone is undertaken using a boat equipped with a 
hookah system that delivers compressed air from the surface to the diver 
underwater via an umbilical pressure hose of approximately 100 m in length. 
GPS units integrated into electronic shellfish measuring boards were mounted 
onboard individual fishing vessels. These systems log data about a diver’s 
catch during a single fishing event. As bags of abalone are brought aboard a 
diver’s vessel each abalone is passed (swiped) through the spring loaded jaws 
of the measuring board which records the maximum shell length, time, date, 
latitude and longitude (Mundy, 2012). One potential issue with such a system 
is that the geo-located data logged is indicative of the swipe not the dive 
locality; we assumed that swiping occurred proximally to catch locations 
because divers usually stay within less than 100 m of the vessel to reduce 
umbilical drag (Sanders and Beinssen, 1998). The main violation of this 
assumption was in those instances where the vessel drifted away from the dive 
site before the catch was measured by swiping through the measuring machine. 
Outliers were removed from the data prior to analysis. These outliers were 
identified by querying time stamps to identify high vessel speeds indicative of 
transit between sites (Mundy, 2012). This was also corroborated using 
bathymetric LiDAR to identify mismatch between reef locations and diver 
records.  
Fine-scale rectangular grid-based maps of 1 ha cell size (100 m × 100 m) 
were created for each study site using the Repeating Shapes ArcGIS extension 
tool (Jenness, 2012). The amount of catch (kg) for each abalone diver on each 
fishing day was estimated by using the allometric relationship: W = a × 
(SL/10)b where SL is swiped-abalone shell size in millimetres; a and b are 
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regression constants (McShane et al., 1988a). Reported catch was then divided 
by fishing hours derived from fishers’ logbook data to estimate CPUE. We 
assumed that effort was evenly distributed across GPS locations. CPUE 
estimates were then derived for each grid by a spatial join in ArcGIS 10 (ESRI) 
to collate all diver records (CPUE) for each 1 ha cell. 
 
2.2.3 LiDAR-derived seafloor topographic variables 
The airborne LiDAR bathymetric data used in this study were acquired 
through Fugro LADS Corporation Pty. Ltd. in 2007 for the entire coastline of 
Victoria, Australia. All LiDAR data were collected using a LADS Mk II 
acquisition system coupled with a GEC-Marconi FIN3110 internal motion 
sensing system and a dual frequency kinematic GPS. This system was mounted 
to a DeHavilland Dash-8 aircraft using a fixed wing platform. The flight lines 
were spaced at approximately 220 m, with an acquisition swath width of 240 
m, leaving a swath overlap of around 10 m. The LiDAR system contains two 
laser scanners: (1) a near infrared laser at 1064 nm, which is reflected at the 
water surface, and is used to collect topographical data and (2) a green laser at 
532 nm, which penetrates in the water column, and is used to capture the 
reflectance of the laser light from the seabed (Pittman et al., 2013). Elapsed 
time between two echo pulses and the speed of light in the water determines 
the seabed depth. Primary point soundings and LiDAR bathymetry data were 
gridded in 5 m DEMs as a continuous representation of the seabed surface. 
This DEMs had a maximum depth of 37 m, and was used to generate a suite of 
secondary products referred to as seafloor topographic derivatives (Table 1). 
These variables were selected for three main reasons: (1) their potential ability 
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to capture variation in seafloor roughness, (2) their probable importance in 
determining the distribution of abalone assemblages, and (3) their likely 
impacts on the strategies of fishing operations. These derivatives represent 
variation in seafloor characteristics, and susceptibility to sediment 
accumulation (bathymetric position index [BPI]) and the surface area of the 
reef structure (complexity, rugosity, and vector terrain ruggedness [VRM]) 
(Figure 5). Collinearity between derivatives was checked to retain the least 
correlated variables in the analyses. Therefore, complexity and BPI were kept 
and other variables including rugosity and VRM were eliminated due to high 
correlation with complexity (>0.7). The BPI value provides an indication of 
whether any particular pixel forms part of a positive (e.g., crest) or negative 
(e.g., trough) feature of the surrounding terrain. The BPI is based on the 
variation among cells within a specified radius or annulus; it may be calculated 
at a variety of user-defined scales so as to capture local and broad-scale 
variations in bathymetric position. In this study, BPI was calculated at an outer 
radius of 150 m and an inner radius of 50 m. The rugosity is seabed roughness 
with lower values indicating smooth areas and higher values showing high-
relief regions. VRM shows variations in terrain ruggedness with values from 0 
(no terrain variation) to 1 (complete terrain variation). Topographic complexity 
is a second derivative of the slope surface. This factor has also been described 
as a major driver of ecosystem structure and function that can influence 
multitude of process including species abundance (Wedding et al., 2008).  
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Table 1. Secondary derivative products generated from LiDAR bathymetry.  
 
 
 
 
Layer 
 
Variable definition Software 
Bathymetry Provides a measure of depth for the 
entire study area. 
 
ENVI 4.7 
Bathymetric Position 
Index 
(BPI) 
BPI is a measure of a defined 
elevation at a special location relative 
to the overall landscape, and involves 
the difference of height at a focal 
point compared to the mean elevation 
of surrounding cells. Locations with 
higher elevation have positive values, 
while lower elevations have negative 
values. Values near zero represent flat 
regions (Wilson et al., 2007). 
 
ArcGIS 
extension 
benthic 
terrain 
modeler 
(BTM 
version 1.0) 
(Wright et 
al., 2005a) 
Complexity Second derivative of the slope surface 
indicating the rate of change in slope 
values. This parameter encompasses 
the three-dimensional arrangement of 
structural elements over a seafloor 
surface (Zawada and Brock, 2009). 
 
ENVI 4.7 
Rugosity The rugosity is topographic 
roughness with the ratio of the 
surface area to planar area across the 
neighbourhood of the central pixel. 
ArcGIS 
extension 
benthic 
terrain 
modeler 
(BTM 
version 1.0) 
Vector Ruggedness 
Measure 
(VRM) 
VRM is terrain ruggedness indicating 
the variation in three-dimensional 
orientation of grid cells within a 
neighbourhood. 
ArcGIS 
extension 
benthic 
terrain 
modeler 
(BTM 
version 1.0) 
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2.2.4 Spatial autocorrelation and hotspot analysis 
Spatial statistics tools in ArcGIS 10 Software (ESRI) were used to 
analyze spatial and temporal patterns in CPUE data. Global Moran's I (Moran, 
1950) was applied to compute autocorrelation in CPUE within the 1 ha analysis 
grids for each year. Using the distance, location, and values of cells, Moran’s 
Index was calculated with values ranging between -1 (dispersed pattern) and 
+1 (clustered pattern), with values near zero indicating random distribution. 
Several distance classes (including 125, 250, 500, 750, 1000, and 1500 m) 
were considered to determine the distance band where autocorrelation and 
clustering patterns occur in CPUE distribution. This approach evaluates 
whether CPUE across the space of analysis grids occur non-randomly and if so, 
then whether these are dispersed or clustered. Fixed distance band and 
Euclidian distance were adjusted for the autocorrelation analyses.   
Once the global patterns in the dataset were determined, the local Getis-
Ord Gi statistic (Ord and Getis, 1995) was used to determine those areas with 
high and low values of CPUE, which were designated as hotspot and coldspot 
areas, respectively. This approach determines statistically significant local 
autocorrelation and dependence among neighboring cells. The 250-m distance 
band was chosen for hotspot analysis following the analysis of Moran’s 
autocorrelation where this distance band resulted in high z-score values as an 
indication of clustering patterns in CPUE data. This threshold selection was 
also on the basis of the scale of the analysis grids.  
Significant values of hotspots analyses (z-score > 1.65) were extracted 
from each hotspot map to make a binary layer for each year. Output hotspot 
maps were then classified into 4 classes according to the significant values of 
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z-score using the union overlay tool in the ArcGIS environment to generate 
four-year cumulative hotspot maps. Each hotspot class illustrates the particular 
area based on number of years fished, with classes 1 to 4 indicating whether a 
specific region was characterized by one to four years with significant hotpots 
indicative of sustained fishing pressure. 
 
2.2.5 Integration of CPUE with LiDAR derivatives 
Mean values of LiDAR derivatives within each grid cell across two study 
sub-zones (Julia Bank and Discovery Bay; where bathymetric information 
were available) were extracted to integrate with four-year log-transformed 
CPUE data. Within this framework, generalized additive mixed model 
(GAMM) with a Gaussian distribution was used to model the relationship 
between CPUE and LiDAR-derived complexity, depth and BPI data. This 
modeling approach is a non-parametric regression method that is capable to 
account for dependence between observations by adding a correlation structure 
to the additive model. GAMM was constructed using the gamm function within 
the mgcv R package (R 2.15.3) (Wood, 2006). Covariates were fitted as 
smooth functions using a thin plate regression spline and year was used as a 
random effect. Model selection was based on the lowest akaike information 
criterion and a visual examination of residual plots. The boundaries of targeted 
reefs were also digitized to identify reef areas using available LiDAR coverage. 
Reef area was then compared against CPUE patterns to quantify the proportion 
of the reef extent that was fished over four years within the study sub-zones.   
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2.3 Results 
 
 
2.3.1 Spatial autocorrelation 
Across the three fishing sites, Moran’s I analysis showed that CPUE was 
spatially clustered. Most significant clusters were found at shorter distances. 
For instance, high clustering was often observed at 125, 250, and 500 m 
distance bands, with Moran’s I decreasing at larger distance thresholds. 
Moran’s I and z-score values were higher in 2010 and 2011 compared to 2008 
and 2009 for the three analyzed sub-zones (Figure 6). In addition, higher 
Moran’s z-score values were obtained at Julia Bank compared to the other two 
study sub-zones (Figure 6B).   
 
2.3.2 Hotspot analysis 
The results of the local Getis-Ord Gi statistic indicated that the observed 
clustering patterns in CPUE were caused by the accumulation of grid cells with 
high values of fishing effort intensity in particular regions (Figures 7-9). 
Significant spatial and temporal shifts in CPUE between 2010 and 2011 were 
observed. In addition to the observed trends, the intensity and size of hotspots 
at Julia Bank tended to be larger nearer to the center of this sub-zone (Figure 
8). In comparison, these patches often occurred in the southwest and northeast 
of the region at Julia Percy Island (Figure 9). The overlaying of hotspot data 
layers classified as temporal coverage classes showed spatial variation in 
CPUE over the four years. Hence, the persistence of CPUE hotspots indicated 
temporal consistency in the spatial location of hotspot regions (Figure 10). The 
results clearly showed that commercial divers targeted certain sites across the 
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four study years, with hotspot regions being temporally concentrated in the 
center of both Julia Bank and Discovery Bay, and to the south west of Julia 
Percy Island.  
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Figure 6. Moran’s Index and z-scores in the variety of distance bands calculated for 
four study years. Moran’s Index and z-score calculated for each year at Discovery Bay 
(A), Julia Bank (B), and Julia Percy Island (C) analysis grids. Values greater than zero 
indicate the clustering of fishing effort (positive spatial autocorrelation), whereas 
values less than zero indicate dispersed fishing effort (negative spatial 
autocorrelation). Non-significant distances (P-value >0.05) are shown with star (*) for 
Moran’s I values.  
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Figure 7. Hotspot analysis of CPUE distribution from 2008 to 2011 at 
Discovery Bay over LiDAR-derived hillshade showing the boundaries of the 
targeted reefs on the top panel.  
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Figure 8. Hotspot analysis of CPUE distribution from 2008 to 2011 at Julia 
Bank over LiDAR-derived hillshade showing the boundaries of the targeted 
reefs on the top panel. 
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Figure 9. Hotspot analysis of CPUE distribution from 2008 to 2011 at Julia 
Percy Island (LiDAR data were not available).  
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Figure 10. Cumulative CPUE hotspot map overlays (based on the number of 
years that CPUE was clustered) for (A) Julia Bank and (B) Discovery Bay over 
LiDAR-derived hillshade.  
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2.3.3 Integration of CPUE and LiDAR bathymetry 
The integration of four-year CPUE with seabed topographic variables 
using GAMM indicated a significant association with reef structure and depth 
(Table 2). According to GAMM results, CPUE distribution was associated with 
high reef complexities, and CPUE values increased with increase in seabed 
complexity (Figure 11). The relationship with BPI proved that CPUE rates 
were dense toward areas identified as crest (ridge) or trough (valley) (BPI 
values > 0 and values < 0 respectively) with comparably small CPUE rates 
falling on flat bottoms (BPI values = 0). A smooth curve for depth showed 
abalone CPUE from this study mostly tended to occur in shallow waters of 
about 10 m (Figure 11). Further exploration of bathymetric layers revealed the 
ranges of diving depths over fishing years; from 24.8 - 4.8 m at Julia Bank and 
16.0 - 3.0 m at Discovery Bay (Figure 12). Interestingly, at Discovery Bay, 
none of the fishing effort localities occurred at depths greater than 16 m, with 
the reefs at this site being about 9 m shallower compared to Julia Bank. 
Comparison between CPUE patterns (area h) and reef area showed that ~ 30% 
of the fishable reefs extent at Julia Bank was targeted over four years while this 
was ~ 60% for the reefs at Discovery Bay. More exploration of CPUE patterns 
within the targeted reefs also indicated that ~20% (at Julia Bank) to 50% (at 
Discovery Bay) of the reefs with optimal diving depth 5 – 15 m were under 
fishing operations over four years.   
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Table 2. The approximate significance levels (P-value), estimated degrees of 
freedom (edf) and F statistics (F stat.) for each of the explanatory variables 
used in generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) applied on blacklip 
abalone CPUE data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parameters edf F stat. P-value 
Complexity 2.71 34.8 <0.001 
Depth 4.78 5.0 <0.001 
BPI 1.00 27.7 <0.001 
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Figure 11. Model terms for the four-year generalized additive mixed model 
(GAMM) of blacklip abalone CPUE. Estimated smooth functions (solid lines) 
with 95% confidence interval (dashed lines) are shown for each explanatory 
variable. Y-axis = fitted function with estimated degrees of freedom in 
parenthesis; X-axis = variable range with rug plots indicating sampled values. 
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Figure 12. Bathymetric boxplot of GPS data loggers used to record 
information on blacklip abalone commercial fishing effort from 2008 to 2011 
at two fishing sub-zones, Julia Bank (JB) and Discovery Bay (DB) along the 
south west coast of Victoria, Australia (number of divers = 6; total effort = 
1422 hours). 
2.4 Discussion 
 
Geospatial approaches applied in this study demonstrated the spatial and 
temporal patterns and clusters in the distribution of CPUE for the commercially 
important blacklip abalone. Integrating bathymetric LiDAR data and CPUE 
using GAMM indicated that CPUE mainly coincided with complex reef 
structures in shallow waters. Until relatively recently, the resolution of marine 
environmental data has been too coarse to compare with resource exploitation. 
The availability of both bathymetric data and precisely positioned fishing effort 
localities enabled us to utilize geo-statistical approaches that better reflect the 
scale at which trends in effort target the resource.  
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Although analyses of CPUE patterns are frequently considered in 
fisheries, these patterns are often assessed at a coarse scale (kilometers) that is 
much larger than the scale of harvest (Morris and Ball, 2006). In this study, 
GPS-based individual effort records provided an improved data source at finer 
spatial scale. A recent study trialing grid based analysis of GPS data for 
monitoring small-scale diving for the sea urchin (Paracentrotus lividus) also 
demonstrated the usefulness of fine-scale benthic fisheries assessments 
(Fernández-Boán et al., 2013). In common with many other fisheries, our study 
showed that abalone fishing is a non-random and heterogeneously distributed 
process (Dunn et al., 2010; Stelzenmüller et al., 2008).  
At an appropriate analytical scale, patterns in CPUE can be expected to 
provide evidence about whether shifts or continuity in fishing pressure is 
occurring in response to a given fishing strategy. It might also be potentially 
useful in providing trends in stock dynamics across particular zones. For 
example, in the case of spatially structured target species such as abalone, 
when the abundance of a stock begins to decline, commercial divers tend to 
explore a more expansive area of reef in order to maintain catch rates (Gorfine, 
2002). Consequently, divers spend less time at sites with low aggregations of 
abalone, and subsequently move to alternative stocks in preference to 
persisting with reducing catch rates. This behavior reduces relative effort 
concentration, and CPUE become more evenly spread across a particular 
fishing zone. It may also create hyper-stability in CPUE, making it a poor 
indicator of abundance or biomass until the resource becomes severely 
depleted. However, fishermen generally apply more effort to sites that have 
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provided historically higher catch rates or return to known zones of high 
productivity (Gorfine and Dixon, 2001).  
In addition, the observed CPUE distributional patterns are likely caused 
by the preferences of individual divers with regard to environmental constraints 
or stock dynamics. Although the behavior of abalone fishers were poorly 
understood in the past (McShane, 1996), they often prefer fishing grounds 
close to ports and avoid adverse weather conditions and exposure to high wave 
energy (Prince, 2003). Reducing travel time at sea and associated fuels costs 
are also important factors that influence the choice of fishing location. More 
accessible areas often receive high fishing pressure, eventually making them 
unattractive to divers due to low yields caused by overexploitation. This 
preference for intensively fishing the more accessible locations makes abalone 
stocks vulnerable to serial depletion that often ultimately leads to stock 
collapse (Gilmour et al., 2011).  
One possible solution to this problem suggested by Prince (2005) is to 
match the scale of management to the scale of resource dynamics expressed as 
micro-management for micro-stocks. This contrasts with current practice 
where statutory management arrangements applied by Government agencies 
occur at a broad scale, typically 100s km, while abalone dispersion and fishing 
activity occur at the small spatial scale (10-100s of meters). However, using 
cost-effective and precise GPS tracking might provide managers an effective 
snapshot of spatial and temporal changes in CPUE under the current harvesting 
regime and at the individual reef scale. Such spatial assessments can also assist 
towards selecting appropriate fishing strategies such as implementing regulated 
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catch caps and rotational fishing patterns at sub-zonal resolution to prevent 
stocks becoming overfished.  
The GIS-based analyses used in this study also revealed the existence of 
clustering patterns and hotspots in abalone CPUE, with temporal trends being 
observed across short distance thresholds. In natural systems, organisms do not 
often exhibit uniform or random distribution, but aggregate in some type of 
spatial structure or patch (Downing, 1986). In the context of fisheries, 
particularly benthic fisheries, the patchy spread of catch and effort is linked to 
the aggregation and occurrence of targeted species likely driven by suitable 
structure characteristics (i.e cryptic habitat availability) and oceanographic 
parameters (i.e exposure) (Fernández-Boán et al., 2013; Hsieh et al., 2006). 
This phenomenon highlights the advantages of the spatial assessment of a 
fishery because it enables the location and intensity of fishing effort to be 
identified, along with how this information connects to target species 
productivity (Hall and Close, 2007; Lewison et al., 2009). For instance, CPUE 
hotspots that were observed to be consistent over time, as observed in the 
cumulative maps (Figure 10), might indicate the presence of highly productive 
or exploited grounds. An increase in the hotspot value of a given area may 
indicate intensified fishing effort, as observed in the south-west area of Julia 
Percy Island and the center of Julia Bank. Hence, it would be the responsibility 
of managers to decide whether this increase in effort is sustainable within the 
context of additional data such as stock density and abundance and, if not, 
whether downward revision in total allowable catch should be implemented for 
the Island. Indeed catch targets on the three sub-zones considered in this study 
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were set to zero for the 2013–14 fishing season, and only a small catch target 
was set for Julia Percy Island during 2014–15.  
Conversely, a diminishing CPUE hotspot might indicate that an area is 
becoming less productive, or there has been translocation of fishing effort to a 
different location. The patterns observed and increased intensity of fishing 
effort at these locations may also be associated with management changes such 
as the closure of AVG-affected reefs during limiting the total available reef 
estate for fishing. Displacement of effort as a consequence of disease outbreak 
was the primary reason for focusing effort on reefs on Julia Bank and in 
Discovery Bay that were seldom fished during the years prior to AVG. 
Furthermore, stronger spatial clusters and temporal shifts in CPUE were 
observed between 2010 and 2011 especially at Julia Bank sub-zone, which is 
likely to be due to the concentration of divers’ effort to meet total allowable 
catch. The greater depth and patchy distribution away from the central Julia 
Bank reef area also meant that more exploratory searching was required to 
locate dense aggregations that yielded acceptably high CPUE.  
Interpreting patterns in fishing pressure nonetheless warrants a cautious 
approach, as observed patterns might be dependent on the extent to which 
CPUE is associated with habitat structure and the occurrence of target species 
(Swain and Wade, 2003; Williams et al., 2011). In this study, GAMM 
indicated that CPUE was associated with reef complexes in shallow waters. 
Observed coincidences between CPUE and seafloor structure is further 
supported by a previous study that showed key blacklip abalone fishing 
grounds were associated with topographically complex reefs (Chick et al., 
2012). In addition, it has been well documented that depth and reef complexity 
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represent fundamental characteristics of benthic marine ecosystems that affect 
a multitude of processes, including species richness and diversity (McGarvey, 
2006; Mellin et al., 2012; Purkis et al., 2008; Rios-Lara et al., 2007; Zawada et 
al., 2010). Consequently, along with the depth and the cost of operations, reef 
complexity is likely to influence fishing behavior considering that fishers do 
not knowingly expend search effort in areas where the target species is likely to 
be sparse or absent.  
In addition, CPUE mainly occurred between depths of 5 to 20 m. In some 
locations, major reef complexes also occur in areas deeper than 20 m, yet these 
areas were not completely targeted with 100% coverage. Rather, divers 
appeared to be targeting specific areas that show the areas are more productive. 
For example, we observed that only ~30% and 60% of the reef areas at Julia 
Bank and Discovery Bay were respectively targeted by fishermen over four 
years. This may primarily be because of the increased risks associated with 
hyperbaric exposure at these depths, but possibly also due to perceived lower 
abalone biomass in these areas that would mitigate against achieving 
acceptable catch rates. More research should be undertaken to help better 
address the question of whether particular sub-zones that are subject to intense 
fishing effort support persistent clusters of abalone stocks. Extending current 
knowledge about fishing-induced effects on abalone patches should enable 
commercial abalone divers to make better informed decisions about how 
intensively they should fish specific sub-zones to ensure that sufficient abalone 
resources persist for the fishery to be sustained into the future. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
 
The analyses of fishing effort based on GPS tracking using hotspot 
analyses facilitated the determination of CPUE intensity over time, and 
provided an opportunity to analyze the spatial dynamics of the fishery at a 
localized reef scale. Abalone CPUE was unequally distributed across the 
grounds, with observed trends appearing to be primarily concentrated in 
relatively fine-scale areas with a history of high effort. In addition, the 
bathymetric data further illustrated that CPUE patterns closely coincided with 
shallow reef complexes. The effective visualization and communication of 
these data to stakeholders (the commercial diving organizations), could 
potentially provide a unique opportunity to establish a useful feedback 
mechanism for integrating fisher knowledge into the fishery management 
system.   
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Chapter 3: Mapping blacklip abalone 
fishing grounds using LiDAR  
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3.1 Introduction 
 
Marine coastal areas are of ecological and economic importance, and 
management of exploitation by the fishing industry must be aimed at long term 
sustainability, as well as economic viability (De Freitas and Tagliani, 2009). 
However, these aims have been jeopardized by anthropogenic effects such as 
climate change and overexploitation, and effective management responses 
hampered by a paucity of detailed geospatial information (Jackson et al., 2001; 
Plagányi et al., 2011). Overharvesting, and in some cases even localized 
extinction, have been reported for some littoral invertebrates of high 
commercial relevance, such as the abalone (Stierhoff et al., 2012). It has been 
suggested that, when aiming to maintain ecosystem health, fisheries models 
should incorporate biotic and abiotic factors within ecologically meaningful 
boundaries (Johnson et al., 2012; Pikitch et al., 2004). 
A limiting factor for assessing stocks in a benthic fishery is often the 
accuracy and reliability of descriptions of the geographic extent of suitable 
fishing grounds, and an understanding of existing links between seafloor 
characteristics and areas targeted by fishers. This information is pivotal when 
the target species are sedentary because of associations between species’ 
distribution and seafloor structure (Davies et al., 2008; Galparsoro et al., 2009). 
Improvement in the availability of high-quality, remotely-sensed data has seen 
rapid advances in the field of landscape ecology (Simonson et al., 2014). 
Similarly, considerable advances in technology in the past decade now allow 
the investigation of seascape complexity and its association with species 
distributions at finer scales, which is relevant to the management of coastal 
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fisheries (Brown et al., 2012; Jones, 2006; Pittman et al., 2009; Valle et al., 
2011). The collection of data describing fine-scale seafloor structure in coastal 
waters has been limited primarily due to technical and logistic impediments 
(Brown et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2007), particularly in areas where vessel-
based sonar systems lose efficiency and face navigation hazards such as 
shallow reefs and breaking waves (Chust et al., 2010; Costa et al., 2009). These 
obstacles have often resulted in a paucity of detailed bathymetric information 
in shallow coastal waters. The advent of airborne bathymetric LiDAR systems 
provides an opportunity to generate information about seafloor complexity 
across extensive areas in shallow coastal regions (Santos, 2000; Vierling et al., 
2008; Zavalas et al., 2014). Bathymetric LiDAR also enables integration of 
detailed seafloor structure with geo-located catch information to delineate 
shallow-water habitats targeted by the particular fishery (Kuffner et al., 2007). 
More than half of the current global wild abalone catch is from Australia 
(Mayfield et al., 2012). In the state of Victoria, blacklip abalone, is the most 
valuable commercial fishery, attracting major efforts directed towards 
achieving sustainability (Gorfine and Dixon, 2000; James et al., 2007). During 
the past decade, factors such as excessive fishing pressure and an outbreak 
AVG (Mayfield, 2010; Mayfield et al., 2011b) have dramatically affected 
Victorian abalone stocks, particularly within the Western and Central fishing 
zones. The presence of AVG was first confirmed during 2006 on reefs near 
Port Fairy, south-west Victoria, resulting in fishery closures to minimize the 
risk of disease transfer to unaffected stocks (Gorfine et al., 2008). During the 
lead up to this event, population abundance in the region of the zone west of 
Portland had been declining which had led to strategic implementation of finer-
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scale management measures focused on specific reef complexes (Prince et al., 
2008). A new system was implemented to spatially monitor commercial diving 
efforts using GPS as part of this strategy (Mayfield et al., 2012). The observed 
depletion prior to the onset of disease could reasonably have been expected to 
weaken the resilience of the stock to environmental perturbation (Walker and 
Salt, 2006).  
Management of the abalone fishery is implemented on the basis of zonal 
levels at broad spatial scales, often spanning 10 - 100s km of the coastline. This 
is much coarser than the scale at which abalone fishing activity occur (10-100s 
m) (Prince, 2008; Prince et al., 1988). Therefore, a particular emphasis has 
been placed on addressing the dichotomy between the scale of management 
and the spatial patterns of abalone harvests. One potential solution to this scale 
mismatch is to integrate geo-located fishing records with newly available 
measures of seafloor morphology, thereby identifying the boundaries of 
suitable fishing grounds at a scale that better corresponds with the scale at 
which fishing occurs. Such data integration could be possible considering the 
progress made in predictive habitat modeling approaches such as SDMs that 
have been widely used to quantify species habitat interactions (Elith and 
Leathwick, 2009; Phillips et al., 2006), and to predict species distributions in a 
defined geographic space based on the concept of ecological niche partitioning 
(Palialexis et al., 2011; Valle et al., 2011). These approaches have recently been 
applied in marine systems (Jones et al., 2012; Monk et al., 2010; Phillips and 
Dudík, 2008; Ready et al., 2010), and  provide a means to map suitable fishing 
grounds by integrating representative surrogates of seafloor complexity with 
catch records (Klemas, 2013; Pierce et al., 2001; Valavanis et al., 2004). 
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Spatial models may also be used to obtain a better understanding of the key 
drivers of species distribution in fisheries (Grimm and Railsback, 2012). Given 
the current vulnerability of abalone stocks within the Western fishing zone of 
Victoria, the main objective of this study was to predict the extent of viable 
fishing grounds for blacklip abalone. This was achieved by integrating GPS 
located fishing records and remotely-sensed LiDAR derivatives to identify 
geophysical determinants of suitable grounds. The study also aimed to quantify 
the predicted suitable grounds within each abalone fishing sub-zone and to 
evaluate how well these estimates reflected patterns of reported catch and 
diver-identified areas of productive reef substrate. 
3.2 Material and Methods 
 
3.2.1 Study area 
The study area covered the Western abalone fishing zone in southwest 
Victoria (Figure 13). Details of the study location are described in Chapter 2 
section 2.2.1. However, in this area, diverse algal assemblages can be found on 
shallow reef systems mostly dominated by fucoid algae, such as Ecklonia 
radiata and Phyllospora comosa providing suitable feeding and spawning 
grounds for several invertebrate and fish species. The abalone fishery within 
the region is managed through a restricted entry licensing system with shell 
size and total allowable catch limits for each management sub-zone. 
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3.2.2 Remotely sensed LiDAR data 
The acquisition of bathymetric LiDAR data was described in Chapter 2 
section 2.2.3. 
 
3.2.3 LiDAR derivatives: seafloor topographic variables 
A LiDAR-derived DEM projected in UTM Zone 54S (GDA 1994) with a 
pixel resolution of 5 m and maximum depth of 37 m was used to derive a suite 
of secondary derivatives of the topographic surface (Table 3). These variables 
were selected for their potential to capture variation in the seafloor, which in 
turn, may indicate the suitability of the fishing grounds. Derivatives represent 
variation in seabed characteristics in terms of exposure to wave energy, benthic 
currents, susceptibility to sediment accumulation (aspect, BPI), complexity and 
surface area of reef structure (complexity, rugosity, curvature) (Table 3). 
Collinearity between topographic derivatives was assessed using the non-
parametric Spearman’s rank correlation test in the R statistical program (R 
2.15.3) to exclude collinear variables from the analysis. A correlation 
coefficient threshold of 0.7 was selected to retain only the least correlated 
variables in the model. Strong correlation (~ 0.88) was detected between the 
rugosity and slope data layers. Considering the importance of rugosity as a 
potential determinant of benthic species habitats, it was retained when running 
the model, and slope was excluded from the analysis.  
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Table 3. Derivative products used in the MaxEnt species distribution model 
generated from LiDAR bathymetry.  
Topographic 
Variables 
 
Variable definition Software 
Bathymetry See Table 1 
 
See Table 1 
 
Aspect: 
(A) Eastness 
(B) Northness 
Aspect or orientation reflects 
the direction of steepest slope 
within cells in the study area in 
the form of two trigonometric 
transformations as (A) eastness 
(cos(aspect)) and (B) northness 
(sin(aspect)) (Roberts, 1986). 
 
ENVI 4.7 
Curvature: 
(A) Maximum curvature  
(B) Minimum curvature 
 
Curvature, generated in two 
forms of (A) maximum 
curvature or convexity and (B) 
minimum curvature or 
concavity, is a relative position 
of terrain features. It is 
calculated based on the 
steepest curves through each 
cell relative to its neighbors 
(Evans, 1980; Gallant and 
Wilson, 1996). 
 
ENVI 4.7 
Benthic position index 
(BPI) 
(A) Fine scale (50_10) 
(B) Broad scale (150_50) 
 
See Table 1. 
 
However, in the present study 
we used (A) fine scale BPI 
calculated at outer radius of 50 
and inner radius 10 m and (B) 
broad scale BPI with outer 
radius of 150 and inner radius 
50 m. 
See Table 1 
Complexity 
 
See Table 1 See Table 1 
Rugosity 
 
See Table 1 See Table 1 
Slope 
 
 
Calculated as a measure of 
steepness and change in 
bathymetry (degrees from 
horizontal) between each cell 
and its neighbours within the 
analysis window. 
 
Spatial analyst 
tool in ArcGIS 
10.1 (ESRI) 
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3.2.4 Fishing event data 
Commercial fishing event localities for blacklip abalone were logged 
from GPS units during the period between 2008 and 2011. Data were stored 
and managed using the proprietary software package Abtrack that has a range 
of geospatial analysis and reporting capabilities. Abalone divers predominantly 
use surface supplied compressed air via an umbilical pressure hose of 
approximately 100 m in length that limits the distance the diver can range from 
the vessel. GPS units were integrated with vessel mounted electronic 
measuring boards used to measure the shell diameter of harvested abalone by 
drawing (swiping) them through the spring-loaded jaws of a caliper connected 
to a transducer (Mundy, 2012). The accuracy of GPS records was taken into 
account by exploring the Abtrack data for anomalies prior to analysis. Data 
outliers were removed, such as GPS abalone tracks whilst drifting and 
duplicate points for swipe locations caused by software/user errors. 
Insufficiency in quality and continuity of logged data compromised biomass 
estimation from some specific reef areas to the extent of not accounting for all 
catch and biomass throughout the region during the four fishing years of this 
study. Instead of estimating biomass which would likely be confounded, GPS 
records of fishing localities were used to ensure better integration with the high 
resolution LiDAR data. GPS records were spatially filtered to a presence 
record location for each 5 m grid. After excluding outliers, 14891 GPS 
localities of fishing events (as presence-only records) were selected to inform 
and validate the model, representing approximately 60% of the catch data 
during this time period. The performance of presence-only modelling 
approaches such as MaxEnt has previously been demonstrated to predict 
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suitable grounds for the sea scallop Placopecten magellanicus (Brown et al., 
2012). Integrating GPS-located catch records with seafloor structure 
information can assist in predicting the extent of fishable grounds and the key 
characteristics targeted by fishers to inform reef scale-based management of 
the fishery. 
 
3.2.5 Model construction 
A maximum entropy modelling approach using the MaxEnt software 
(MaxEnt version 3.3.3e; http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent/) was 
used to predict the distribution of suitable fishing grounds for the blacklip 
abalone. MaxEnt is a general-purpose, machine-learning method that has 
several aspects that make it well-suited for habitat distribution modelling using 
presence only data (see Phillips et al., 2006). To build the MaxEnt model, 
LiDAR derived seafloor structure information (Figure 14) as explanatory 
variables were combined with abalone fishing event localities as a response 
variable to predict suitable fishing grounds. The occurrence of fishing event 
localities were randomly partitioned into 75% training data and 25% for testing 
and cross-validation of the model. MaxEnt was run with the following settings; 
logistic output format, auto features, convergence threshold (0.00001), 
regularization multiplier (r = 1), algorithm termination after maximum 
iterations of 500, and the number of background points increased to 100,000 
due to the large extent of the study area. Model performance was evaluated 
using the AUC (area under curve) of the ROC (receiver operating 
characteristic). The ROC curve plots the fraction of all correctly classified 
presence points (the sensitivity of the model) against the fraction of all 
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correctly classified pseudo absence points (1- the specificity of the model) 
which is based upon a random sample of background points. In the case of 
MaxEnt, where no absence data are used, the AUC can be interpreted as a 
measure of the ability of the model to discriminate between a suitable 
environmental condition and a random analysis pixel (background), rather than 
between suitable and unsuitable conditions, as would be the interpretation of an 
AUC developed with measured absences. The closer an AUC value is to one 
the better the prediction. The relative importance of each explanatory variable 
contributing to the prediction of the observed distribution was determined 
using a leave one out Jackknife test. This test determines the accuracy gain for 
each predictor by excluding each variable in turn and re-creating the model 
using the remaining variables. The model was then run using each variable in 
isolation, and compared against the training gain of the full model. This 
process identified which variables contribute the most to the prediction. The 
resulting gain also indicated how closely the model fitted the presence samples. 
Response curves were generated to visualize the relative influence of each 
topographic variable in the MaxEnt logistic prediction. Spatial autocorrelation 
in model residuals was assessed using the ‘ncf’ package in the R program (R 
2.15.3). 
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Figure 14. Artificially illuminated LiDAR bathymetry of the study area 
magnified over the Julia Bank fishing sub-zone and examples of the nine 
LiDAR-derived seafloor topographic derivatives used to run the model.  
 
3.2.6 Map comparison 
 
Predicted suitability was binned into suitable and unsuitable map classes 
according to the 10th percentile training presence of the MaxEnt logistic 
threshold. The area of suitable fishing grounds was calculated for each of the 
sub-zones across the Western abalone management area using ArcGIS 10.1 
software (ESRI). To determine the relationship between predicted fishing 
grounds and reported abalone catch, suitable area was compared against catch 
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records within each sub-zone. Recently collected abalone fishing event data not 
used in the model development (years 2012-2013) were compared against 
predicted suitability of fishing grounds for model evaluation. We then 
compared and summarized the overlap between commercial diver-identified 
productive abalone grounds and predicted fishing grounds. Commercial diver 
grounds were sourced from geo-referenced digitized boundaries identified from 
outlines sketched on aerial photographs during stakeholder meetings held in 
Port Fairy, Australia.  
3.3 Results 
 
The MaxEnt model predicted suitable fishing grounds for the blacklip 
abalone fishery with an AUC estimation of 0.89 (Figure 15). The result of 
spatial autocorrelation analysis on the model residuals was less than 0.1, 
indicating that the distance between sample points did not bias model 
prediction. Analysis of the relative importance among predictor variables 
showed that bathymetry was the most influential in the predictive model, 
closely followed by rugosity and complexity. The remaining variables 
contributed relatively little to gains in model accuracy (Figure 16). Jackknife 
testing also revealed the gain for each predictor in the model and the 
topographic variable with the highest gain when used in isolation was rugosity 
(Figure 17), which appeared to have the most useful information relevant to 
potentially suitable grounds for abalone fishery. The omission of bathymetry 
provided the greatest decrease in gain from the analysis, which indicates that it 
contains information not present among the other variables. Response curves 
showed the effect of variables on the logistic prediction score as each 
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topographic predictor was varied (Figure 18). Detailed bathymetric plots 
illustrated that depths of about 10 m contributed most to the logistic prediction, 
with suitable fishing grounds predicted to be concentrated in shallower regions 
that had intermediate to highly rugose and complex seafloor structure.  
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Figure 16. Contributions rates (%) of the topographic predictors to the MaxEnt 
model predicting suitable fishing grounds for blacklip abalone. 
 
 
Figure 17. Results of the Jackknife test of variable importance showing the 
model gain using only one individual variable in turn and the variations 
resulting from excluding that variable from the MaxEnt model in each instance.  
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Figure 18. Response curves illustrating the relative contribution of variables in 
the MaxEnt model predicting suitable fishing grounds for blacklip abalone. 
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Overlaying the predicted suitability map with fishing sub-zones enabled 
the area of suitable grounds within each sub-zone to be quantified with 
reference to productive areas identified by divers and GPS tracking records 
(Table 4). As expected, suitable abalone fishing grounds were predicted in all 
reef codes. Digitized, diver-identified, productive areas were overlaid onto the 
predicted suitability map within fishing sub-zones at Portland, Port Fairy and 
Warrnambool, and the quantification of these areas showed overlap with 
predicted suitable fishing grounds (Table 4). There was better agreement 
between GPS records (years 2012-2013) not used in the model development 
and predicted suitable grounds across the entire Western zone. In some reef 
codes such as the Crags sub-zone (Figure 19), where patchy reef extents were 
well defined, agreement was > 80%. In areas closer to Port Fairy, lower 
coincidence was observed. These areas were not targeted by fishers according 
to their GPS records, nor were they identified as important during stakeholder 
meetings. In some instances, fishable grounds predicted by the model may be 
overestimated with the area predicted being larger than areas containing 
commercially viable stocks of abalone because unmeasured biotic factors such 
as resource availability may influence abalone habitat preferences. The 
productivity of fishing sub-zones in relation to the total amount of blacklip 
abalone catch taken from fishing sub-zone during the years 2002-2011 is 
shown in Figure 20. A positive correlation was observed between total annual 
catch and predicted suitable fishing grounds with each sub-zone. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of the predicted suitable grounds with the amount of 
catch reported from abalone fishing sub-zones over the years 2002 to 2011. 
3.4 Discussion 
 
The extent and distribution of suitable fishing grounds for blacklip 
abalone were predicted by integrating fine-resolution seafloor data and 
precisely positioned individual fishing records. Fishable grounds were mapped 
on the basis of LiDAR-derived covariates, with rugosity, bathymetry and 
complexity ranked as the most influential variables. The significant 
contribution of bathymetry clearly illustrates the importance of water depth in 
determining targeted commercial fishing grounds. Most suitable fishing 
grounds were at depths of approximately 10 m, with declining suitability in 
deeper waters. Lower suitability in deeper areas can be explained by the 
reluctance of commercial divers to fish deeper areas (>15 m)  due to logistic 
constraints such as loss of fishing time associated with longer periods of 
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decompression (Williamson et al., 1989). Although deeper areas beyond the 
depths targeted by commercial divers may also encompass suitable habitats for 
abalone populations, lower population productivity in deeper waters, possibly 
limited by food availability or suitability of post-larval settlement substrate 
may also explain the low frequency of deeper dives (McGarvey, 2006). The 
role of bathymetry and factors that co-vary with depth have been identified as 
an important influence on the distribution of marine fauna and flora, especially 
in shallow coastal waters (McShane and Naylor, 1995; Sasaki and Shepherd, 
2001; Shepherd and Edgar, 2013). In the case of blacklip abalone, assemblages 
can be found at highly variable depths over short distances. Nevertheless, they 
are mostly harvested in depths from a few meters to about 20 m, with an 
average diving depth of 10 m observed in our results. This is consistent with 
previous studies of diver fishing patterns in Victoria (Gorfine and Dixon, 
2001). 
Highly suitable fishing grounds were also predicted in reef areas with 
high rugosity and complexity. Previous research has shown that prime blacklip 
abalone fishing grounds are found in areas with topographically complex reef 
systems (Chick et al., 2012). These reef characteristics are among the general 
determinants of the species preferred habitat. Rugosity as a measure of 
topographic roughness provides an indicator of the available cryptic habitat for 
benthic species (Kuffner et al., 2007; Pittman et al., 2007). It defines the 
physical structure of the reef and has been demonstrated to correlate positively 
with the abundance and biomass of reef fish (Kuffner et al., 2007; Pittman et 
al., 2007; Walker et al., 2009; Zeeman et al., 2012). Crevice spaces provide 
relative shelter from high wave energy for juvenile abalone and protection 
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from some predator species. It has also been speculated that gutters and surge 
channels which dissect the reef surface help concentrate macroalgal drift 
enabling larger blacklip abalone to feed opportunistically whilst aggregated 
along vertical walls of reef (Gorfine, 2002).  
Accordingly, in this study, a strong link was detected between these 
terrain specifications and the patterns of suitable fishing grounds. This may 
imply that seafloor structure would also influence a diver’s decision to select 
desired fishing sites, although the role of depth and operating costs are also 
factors accounted for by divers when targeting fishable areas. Fishers may 
consequently target rough and complex parts of the reefs in shallow waters 
where more productive areas with clusters of abalone, could be found. In this 
regard, previous findings show that reef structure complexity affects fishing 
strategy due to better productivity, more biomass and density (Nilsson and 
Ziegler, 2007; Zawada et al., 2010). Although further research is required, 
considering the results obtained in this study, it is clear that a resolved and 
extensive knowledge of reef topography where high fishing effort is observed 
can provide opportunities to acquire a better understanding about the spatial 
footprint of the fishery and the driving factors that are either supportive of 
productive fishing grounds or contribute to declines in available biomass.  
Globally, abalone fisheries have undergone rapidly decreasing trends in 
productivity during the last decade and their resilience to perturbation is under 
threat (Rogers-Bennett et al., 2013; Stierhoff et al., 2012). In contrast, 
Australian abalone fisheries have been reported as resilient (Mayfield et al., 
2011a; Mayfield et al., 2012), although recently released reports on the status 
of Australian fish stocks cast doubt on such assertions, especially in Victoria’s 
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Western and Central zones that have been classified as overfished for both 
greenlip (Haliotis laevigata) and blacklip abalone (Mayfield et al., 2014; 
Mundy et al., 2014). It is telling that only two of the 12 stock management 
zones for blacklip abalone in south-eastern Australia were classified as 
sustainable in the most recent national assessment of stock status (Mundy et al., 
2014). To ensure the continued viability of the sector, the abalone fishery in 
Victoria is managed under an individual transferable quota system that imposes 
an annual allowable commercial catch for each management zone as well as 
minimum legal sizes for specific sub-zone areas. The amount of catch taken 
from different areas within a zone is conditional upon several factors, and 
access to productive fishing grounds is one of the most important (Mayfield et 
al., 2012). Historically, delineation of fishing grounds has been characterized 
by a relatively coarse scale approach (100s km), primarily due to a lack of 
geospatial data and the adoption of coarse management instruments. Early 
attempts to define the more productive areas within a particular zone were 
mainly based on interviews with abalone divers and interpretation of aerial 
photography (Gorfine et al., 1998; McShane et al., 1986).  
The model applied in this study using fine scale spatial data predicted 
that suitable grounds were on structurally complex reefs in shallow waters. 
This contrasts with the extension of management boundaries into deeper areas 
within each fishing sub-zone that appears to be more a matter of expediency 
than validity. The Crags is a prime example of a productive sub-zone with 
specific attraction for abalone divers as evidenced by catch records during 
recent years. This sub-zone has been one of the mainstays of the fishery during 
the immediate post-disease period while many other areas remained closed for 
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several years in response to the AVG outbreak. Only particular areas within 
this sub-zone were predicted to have suitable fishing grounds (Figure 19). This 
was an artefact of the extension of the sub-zone into deep water where in 
actuality no fishable abalone grounds or fishing activity has been recorded that 
far offshore. One potential suggestion is to match the scale of management to 
the scale of resource dynamics expressed as micro-management for micro-
stocks (Prince, 2005). This is generally beyond the resources of government 
management agencies, mainly because legislated management boundaries 
occur at a much broader scale, typically 100s km, and the costs of managing at 
the spatially-small reef-scale of 10-100s of meters where population dispersion 
and fishing activity occur is assumed to be prohibitive. Notwithstanding 
government’s statutory obligations, improved delineation of actual and 
potential fishing grounds might enable catch and effort monitoring costs to be 
reduced through more targeted industry-based data acquisition whilst providing 
better interpretations of catch data and more accurate reef scale-based 
information about this fishery. 
The results also indicated that the suitability of sub-zones is related to the 
amount of catch taken from each fishing sub-zone. It was found that the 
amount of catch gradually increased with increasing suitability of sub-zones 
areas; suggesting that its prediction of suitable fishing grounds may be a good 
surrogate for potential catch. In addition, this study demonstrated how diver 
observations can be integrated with remotely sensed data sources to assist in 
fishery assessment and to confirm substrate suitability. Experienced 
commercial abalone divers shared their knowledge in determining the 
approximate boundaries of the historically productive areas. A lack of fine-
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resolution geospatial data was apparent when defining these boundaries as 
some of these diver-identified productive areas were on unsuitable grounds 
where there was no evidence on the footprint of actual fishing or suitable reef 
habitat (Figure 19). In most cases the predicted fishing grounds had better 
agreement with observed GPS fishing data excluded from the model 
development, though in some areas near Port Fairy coincidences were lower 
possibly either due to the homogeneous basalt flows over predicting the areas 
of fishable grounds or the area no longer being productive for abalone fishing. 
This reinforces the need for accurate geo-referenced data for spatially resolved 
assessments and demonstrates the value of LiDAR derived environmental 
estimates to inform fisheries agencies and fishermen when defining the 
boundaries of productive fishing grounds and for undertaking fishery 
independent surveys.  
Generating terrain variables from LiDAR bathymetry and integrating this 
into habitat models provides a rapidly growing suite of tools that can be 
applied to fishery and ecology sectors (Pittman et al., 2009; Valle et al., 2011; 
Walker et al., 2009; Wedding et al., 2008). Through access to seafloor structure 
data and GPS records of fishing events, the predictive model applied in this 
study was constructed based on the presence-only SDMs. Although all models 
show some level of subjectivity along with specific strengths and weakness, the 
MaxEnt approach was used because it has been demonstrated to be more 
efficient, compared with other presence-only models (Hermosilla et al., 2011; 
Monk et al., 2010; Phillips and Dudík, 2008). The efficacy of presence-only 
modeling approaches to integrate accurate fishing records has been 
demonstrated more recently in the fisheries context such as predicting suitable 
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grounds for the sea scallop Placopecten magellanicus (Brown et al., 2012; 
Morris and Ball, 2006; Tian et al., 2009). GPS located commercial catch data 
can be a useful alternative source of information to generate habitat suitability 
models of fishing grounds, especially in instances where fishery-independent 
data are unavailable or limited in spatial coverage. However, increased 
emphasis has recently been placed on ecosystem based fisheries management 
approaches for assessing abalone stocks. This includes the potential to identify 
major climate and environmental determinants (for example, water temperature 
and wave exposure) which could be included in the predictive habitat modeling 
(Mellin et al., 2012). More research is needed to generate finer scale of the 
regional models currently available to a resolution more relevant to coastally 
distributed species and their habitats. 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
Integrating GPS located fishing records with physical attribute data from 
bathymetric LiDAR into a SDM approach predicted the geographic extent of 
fishable grounds for blacklip abalone. Identifying the extent of fishable reef 
and its connectivity across the fishery provides new opportunities to enhance 
reef-based assessment and finer scale management. Close agreement was found 
among predicted fishable grounds, those grounds identified by divers as having 
the most commercial importance, and areas with historically high levels of 
reported catch. We also identified reef characteristics targeted by fishers at a 
spatial resolution previously inconceivable. This provides new opportunities to 
improve ecosystem-based fisheries management by way of refining area based 
estimates. Accuracy in these estimates has become critical because they are 
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increasingly relied upon to calculate harvestable biomass at a reef scale that in 
aggregate is used in conjunction with chosen harvest fractions to set annual 
total allowable catches for the Victorian Western zone abalone fishery. 
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Chapter 4: Abundance of blacklip abalone 
populations infected by a virus 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Many mortality events affecting wild fish populations occur as natural 
phenomena. Unlike instances during aquaculture production where stress 
induced by high density stocking can result in mass mortality (Krkošek et al., 
2007), occurrences in the wild are often observed over longer timescales. 
Large-scale mortality of fish in marine ecosystems is of growing concern as 
global climate change and other human factors drive range extension of 
predators, competitors, and the prevalence and severity of disease agents 
(Burkholder et al., 1992; Daszak et al., 2001; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno, 
2010; Jackson et al., 2001), that may act alone or in combination (Lafferty et 
al., 2004). Diseases associated with infectious pathogens already present in the 
environment or carried by other organisms are the primary cause of high 
mortality in wild populations (Harvell et al., 1999; Lugg, 2000). Rapid 
expansion of global aquaculture to meet the demands of a growing population 
increases the risk that production facilities may act as sources of disease. This 
may lead to the infection of wild populations when biosecurity strategies aimed 
at reducing connectivity between cultivated and wild stocks are ineffective 
(Naylor et al., 2000). Impacts from disease outbreaks can be profound. Profits 
from wild harvest are reduced directly as a result of loss of commercial stock, 
and indirectly from reductions in resilience of surviving stock and their 
maximum sustainable yield (Blanco et al., 2000; Fiori and Cazzaniga, 1999). 
Moreover, long-term population level consequences of wild fish mortality may 
lead to localized extinctions and stock depletion (Ben-Horin et al., 2013; Smith 
et al., 2006). Despite being rare among wild stocks, massive kills have been 
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reported for a diversity of marine fish (Garrabou et al., 2009; Smith et al., 
2009; Wang et al., 2011) and shellfish species (Feehan and Scheibling, 2014; 
Friedman et al., 2014; Stokesbury et al., 2011; Valente and Cuomo, 2005).   
Abalone is recognized as one of the most prized mollusc delicacies 
worldwide (Gordon and Cook, 2013; Hamasaki and Kitada, 2008). Closure of 
many abalone fisheries has occurred from stock collapse due mainly to 
overharvesting (Gordon and Cook, 2004), with some previously targeted 
species now listed as threatened (Lessard and Campbell, 2007; Malakoff, 1997; 
Stierhoff et al., 2012). A drastic decline in the total world abalone legal 
landings has been observed over the past three decades, although landings per 
country remain relatively consistent, with Australia maintaining its status as the 
largest producer of wild abalone (Cook and Gordon, 2010). Several species of 
abalone occur along the southern Australian coastline, of which, blacklip 
abalone represents the highest value wild fishery in the southeast (Mayfield et 
al., 2012). Australia is relatively free of many of the major fish diseases 
prevalent overseas, and Australian mollusc fisheries are reported to be 
comparatively resilient (Mayfield et al., 2011a; Miller et al., 2009). However, 
substantial local declines in abalone abundance have been observed following 
disease outbreaks in south-east Australia, including abalone losses in New 
South Wales and South Australia due to infections by a protistan parasite, 
Perkinsus olseni (Chick et al., 2013; Lester and Hayward, 2005; Liggins and 
Upston, 2008; Mayfield et al., 2011b). A novel outbreak of the disease AVG 
(abalone viral ganglioneuritis) during 2006-2007 in western Victoria, resulted 
in catastrophic mortality across all size-age classes from juveniles to adults 
(Gorfine et al., 2008). Specific reef areas within the fishery were closed to 
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commercial fishing to minimize the risk of viral transfer to unaffected stocks. 
The event caused a drastic reduction in total allowable catch in the Western 
fishery zone from 221 tonnes in 2005-2006 to 49 tonnes in 2008-2009 (DEPI, 
2015). The stock was already in decline with the TAC having been reduced 
from 280 tonnes during 2001-2002. This further loss represents ~ 80% 
decrease from the catch that was harvested during the period of viral infection, 
falling outside historical bounds (Mayfield et al., 2011b).  
AVG-related kills have raised uncertainty about abalone stocks status and 
their resilience and future productivity (Prince, 2013). Therefore, various long-
term survey strategies have been adopted to assess the substantial impacts of 
the outbreaks in terms of the scale of losses and rate of recovery under 
alternative management strategies (Gorfine et al., 2008; Mayfield et al., 2011b; 
Peeters, 2010). Recovery from a massive mortality may require a long period 
of convalescence, especially in the case of abalone populations with slow-
growing recruits (Prince, 2003). Furthermore, massive losses of juveniles and 
pre-recruits may slow the recovery process and require many years to rebuild 
to commercially viable harvest levels (Prince, 2013). Nonetheless, affected 
abalone stocks have had a few years to recover in the absence of fishing subject 
to recruitment availability. As there is no evidence of re-infection in previously 
affected reefs, stock mortality rates in the absence of fishing could be 
reasonably expected to have reverted to naturally low levels. Long-term 
measures of pre- and post-viral abundance and distribution provides invaluable 
information about recruitment of disease affected populations (Mayfield et al., 
2012).  
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Benthic habitat characteristics such as depth and seafloor structure are among 
the abiotic factors influencing the density and abundance of benthic dwelling 
marine herbivores at a range of spatial scales (Anderson and Millar, 2004; 
Shepherd, 1973a). These physical habitat factors determine spatial and 
temporal distribution patterns, provide structure for post-larval settlement and 
adult reproduction, and influence predation risk and survival (Kuffner et al., 
2007; McShane and Naylor, 1995; Saunders et al., 2009; Zawada et al., 2010). 
Recent progress in remote sensing systems such as LiDAR for shallow water 
mapping has allowed collection of high-quality bathymetric data in often 
difficult to survey areas, increasing our knowledge of seafloor structure in 
coastal zones (Smith and Sandwell, 1997; Wang and Philpot, 2007). Seafloor 
mapping data have applications that often extend beyond the initial scope of 
physiographic surveys, thereby maximising the value of mapping programs 
worldwide (Brown et al., 2012; Ierodiaconou et al., 2011; Pittman et al., 2013). 
This information can be particularly useful for the assessment of benthic 
species that show affinity towards specific terrain characteristics, and may 
provide a valuable opportunity to better understand population distribution 
patterns, ecological resilience, and seascape factors driving productivity rates 
and stock availability in commercial shellfisheries. In the present study, we 
investigate abalone abundance at two ontogenetic phases, pre-recruits (≥80 and 
<120 mm) and recruits (≥120 mm), on disease impacted reefs. We also explore 
the association between remotely-sensed physical habitat characteristics (depth 
and seafloor complexity) and the abundance of blacklip abalone. 
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4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 Survey area  
The study area covered abalone fishing zones across the south west coast 
of Victoria, Australia (Figure 21A). A large part of the western coastline was 
highly affected by the spread of an AVG outbreak during 2006-08 (Figure 
21B). The affected region straddled two statutory management zones, Central 
and Western, extending from Cape Otway in the east to the western side of 
Cape Bridgewater, in the west.  
Further description of the study area can be found in Chapter 2 section 
2.2.1. However, diverse assemblages of algal species can be found on shallow 
reef systems in this area that serve as habitats that provide shelter and food for 
many benthic species, such as abalone. Abalone are sedentary with localized 
movements in search of food and shelter, and to escape from predators. 
Blacklip abalone occupy distinctive microhabitats exhibiting a preference for 
vertical and overhanging surfaces around surge channels, crevices and caves 
(Shepherd, 1973a).  
 
4.2.2 Abundance data 
Abundance data were acquired from fishery-independent abundance 
surveys for blacklip abalone which were conducted annually during 2001-2012 
via diver surveys by Fisheries Victoria, the leading Government regulatory 
agency. Fixed monitoring sites (n = 57) had been previously established across 
commercial abalone grounds in the disease-affected region of the Victorian 
Western and Central fishery management zones. At each monitoring site, 
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experienced research divers counted abalone within 30 m × 1 m belt transects 
(n = six transects per site) selected randomly from 12 cardinal directions 
radiating from its centroid. Survey transects were randomly allocated between 
each pair of divers (three each per site), to facilitate estimation of variability in 
observation. Divers counted the numbers of blacklip abalone in three size 
categories for each transect: juvenile (<80 mm), pre-recruits (≥80 and <120 
mm) and recruits (≥120 mm). It is often difficult to observe abalone juveniles 
during surveys due to their highly cryptic behaviour. As a consequence 
juvenile counts were excluded from analysis. The dataset was divided into pre-
viral (2001-2006) and post-viral (2007-2012) periods for assessing abundance 
differences for each of the pre-recruit and recruit ontogenetic phases. 
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4.2.3 LiDAR derived environmental factors  
Bathymetric LiDAR data were acquired through the method explained in 
Chapter 2 section 2.2.3. A LiDAR derived DEM was used to generate a suite 
of secondary data layers including BPI, complexity and surface area of reef 
structure (slope, complexity and rugosity). These variables were generated due 
to their potential influences on the occurrence and distribution of abalone 
assemblages (Figure 22). Further description of these variables can be found in 
Chapter 2 section 2.2.3 (Table 1) and Chapter 3 section 3.2.3 (Table 3). In this 
study, however, BPI was calculated at an outer radius of 50 m and an inner 
radius of 10 m. Statistical ranges of these derivatives for the study area in 
abalone fishery zones were calculated (Table 5). The mean values of these 
variables within a radial 30 m of each survey site were extracted to be used in 
the statistical analyses.  
 
Table 5. Mean, standard deviation, minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) for 
derivative products generated from LiDAR bathymetry for the study area in 
abalone fishery zones, south west of Victoria.   
 
Variables 
 
Mean 
 
Standard 
Deviation 
 
Max 
 
Min 
 
 
Depth 
 
 
-14.60 
 
7.70 
 
0.0 
 
-37.7 
 
BPI 
 
 
0.19 
 
0.87 
 
18.0 
 
-18.0 
 
Complexity  
 
 
5.40 
 
7.60 
 
80.2 
 
0.0 
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Figure 22. LiDAR-derived hillshade of the study area magnified over the 
Crags fishing sub-zone at Port Fairy and examples of three LiDAR derivatives 
applied in generalized additive model (GAM). 
 
4.2.4 Statistical analysis processes  
Prior to analysis, an exploratory data analysis was conducted to identify 
outliers and issues that could potentially affect model fitting. Collinearity 
between variables was assessed by the variance inflation factor (VIF) using 
"car" package (Zuur et al., 2009), and pair-plots in the R statistical program (R 
2.15.3) to exclude collinear variables from the analysis. A Pearson correlation 
coefficient threshold of 0.7 was also considered to retain only the least 
correlated variables in the analyses. Strong correlations (~0.9) were detected 
between slope, complexity and rugosity data layers. Considering the important 
role of complexity (seafloor roughness) as a potential determinant of benthic 
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species habitats, it was retained to run the model whereas slope and rugosity 
were excluded from the analyses. Mean density of blacklip abalone pre-recruits 
and recruits (ind. m-2) was calculated for each site by dividing the total 
abundance per transect by transect length (m). Calculations were performed 
both for pre-viral (2001-2006) and post-viral (2007-2012) periods except for 11 
survey sites within the Central zone where abundance data were only available 
since 2004. Biomass densities of abalone pre-recruits and recruits (kg m-2) 
were estimated for each survey site within six fishing sub-zones near AVG-
infected and non-infected areas within the western Victorian coastal regions of 
Port Fairy, Portland, Port Campbell and Cape Otway (AVG affected sub-zones 
including The Crags, Devils Kitchen and Childers Cove; non-affected sub-
zones including Julia Percy, Cape Otway Lighthouse and Parker River). This 
was performed by using the allometric relationship; W = a × (LS/10)b where Ls 
is maximum diameter of an abalone shell length in millimetres; a and b are 
regression constants with specified values as detailed in McShane et al. 
(1988a). Although shell length:width ratio varies spatially (Saunders et al., 
2008) and covaries with growth (Worthington et al., 1995), and there is 
evidence that a reduction in density to some extent will speed up growth 
(Dixon and Day, 2004), there is no strong evidence on the variations in abalone 
LS before/after the AVG outbreak in the studied region. Therefore, the same 
allometric equation was applied to estimate blacklip abalone biomass both 
during the pre- and post-disease periods. Data from four survey sites at Julia 
Percy were excluded from the abundance modelling because they did not fall 
on available LiDAR coverage.  
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The six years of abalone abundance data from the pre-viral period (2001-
2006) across the study zones were modelled as a function of LiDAR derived 
environmental variables using a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) (Hastie 
and Tibshirani, 1990). GAMs are nonparametric extensions of Generalized 
Linear Models (GLMs) where the dependent variable is linked to an additive 
predictor through a non-linear link function, thereby allowing more flexibility 
to assess nonlinear relationships between the response variable (abalone 
abundance) and each explanatory variable (LiDAR derivatives). The response 
variable was assumed to follow a Poisson error distribution with a log-link 
function. GAM was fitted using the "mgcv" package (v.1.4-1) within the R 
statistics program (v 2.15.3). Covariates were fitted as smooth functions using 
a thin plate regression spline. Owing to the tendency of GAMs to overfit, the 
basis dimension parameter k was set to a maximum of eight, thereby limiting 
the maximum allowable degrees of freedom of each term without 
compromising the model (Wood, 2006). Model selection was based on the 
percentage of explained deviance, the akaike information criterion (AIC) 
(Akaike, 1973) and an examination of residual plots. Spatial independence was 
assessed by plotting the residuals of the best fitting model against their spatial 
coordinates. Differences in abalone abundance between pre- and post-viral 
periods were determined using a paired Students’ t-test since repeated 
abundance measures from the same sites were available. Furthermore, 
multivariate analysis of non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) was used 
to identify pre-recruits and recruits patterns among survey sites and across all 
years sampled (2001-2012). Abundance data were square root transformed due 
to the range of data values and then submitted to Wisconsin double-
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standardization. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was set for nMDS, and 
analyses were performed using the "vegan" package (v.2.0-10) within R 
program (R 2.15.3). 
4.3 Results 
 
4.3.1 Density and biomass estimates  
Considerable differences were observed in the estimates of density and 
biomass for blacklip abalone during pre- and post-viral periods. The estimate 
of blacklip abalone pre-recruit (≥80 and <120 mm) density was greatest (~ 20.6 
ind. m-2) at a site near Portland for the pre-viral period (2001–2006). The 
lowest pre-recruit density was 0.25 ind. m-2 for the pre-viral period. The 
density of pre-recruits drastically declined during the post-viral period (2007–
2012) with maximum and minimum values of 5.6 and 0.13 ind. m-2, 
respectively. The highest (5.1 ind. m-2) and lowest (0.06 ind. m-2) density 
estimates for recruits (≥120 mm) were during the pre-viral period, with 5.3–
0.08 ind. m-2 of recruits in the post-viral period. Overall, the density estimates 
for these two ontogenetic phases were greater in the pre-viral than in the post-
viral period (Figure 23). In the Western zone, the mean density of blacklip 
abalone pre-recruits calculated for all survey sites combined during pre-viral 
stage was higher (5.2 ind. m-2) than in the post-viral period (1.7 ind. m-2). The 
same decreasing patterns were observed for blacklip abalone recruits as highest 
density during the pre-viral period was 2.25 ind. m-2 (estimated for all survey 
sites combined) compared to 1.6 ind. m-2 at the post-viral stage.  
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Figure 23. Map showing patterns in the estimated density of blacklip abalone 
pre-recruits and recruits (ind. m-2) for the survey sites across Port Fairy and 
Portland during the pre-viral (2001-2006) and the post-viral (2007-2012) 
stages. 
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Blacklip abalone pre-recruit and recruit biomass (kg m-2) were estimated 
(from years 2001 to 2012) for those survey sites falling into six AVG affected 
and non-affected fishing sub-zones including The Crags, Devils Kitchen, 
Childers Cove as infected sub-zones, and Julia Percy Island, Cape Otway 
Lighthouse and Parker River as non-infected sub-zones. However, 
measurements for the survey sites within Childers Cove were limited to the 
period since 2004, the time when blacklip abalone were first surveyed. Pre-
recruit and recruit biomass for the sites in The Crags, Devils Kitchen and 
Childers Cove were higher during the pre-viral period and drastically declined 
following the AVG outbreak (Figure 24A, B and C). In contrast, with the 
exception of Julia Percy Island (Figure 24D), there was no clear sign of decline 
between pre and post-viral periods in pre-recruit and recruit biomass within 
non-affected subzones (Figure 24E and F; Cape Otway Lighthouse and Parker 
River, respectively). In general, consistently higher estimates of biomass 
densities were observed during the pre-viral period, and as expected, drastic 
biomass declines occurred for both size classes rapidly since the initial 
outbreak of AVG in 2006. Nonetheless, there was a sign of slight increase 
among recruit biomass estimates at The Crags sub-zone during recent years.   
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Figure 24. Estimated biomass (Mean±SD) of blacklip abalone pre-recruits and 
recruits (kg m-2) for six areas including three AVG infected sub-zones (left 
panel): (A) Crags, (B) Devils Kitchen and (C) Childers Cove and three non-
infected sub-zones (right panel): (D) Julia Percy, (E) Cape Otway Lighthouse 
and (F) Parker River across the Western and Central fishery zones, Victoria. 
Biomass was not estimated for Childers Cove during 2001-2003 due to lack of 
data.  
 
4.3.2 Abundance and catch variations  
Differences between means of blacklip abalone abundance at pre-viral 
and post-viral stages were highly significant according to the paired t-test 
statistics (Table 6). Mean abalone abundance was significantly greater during 
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2001-2006 than it was in 2007-2012. The total amount of blacklip abalone 
catch also showed a significant decrease since the virus outbreaks which was 
accompanied by increasing numbers of sub-zones closed to fishing (Figure 25). 
Ordination plots from nMDS analysis provided evidence of patterns in the 
distribution of abalone abundance in different size classes across the sites 
surveyed (Stress = 0.07). Abundance was not equally distributed among the 
survey sites as drastic declines at some of the survey sites were obvious, 
distinguishing them from others (Figure 26A). The confidence ellipses 
indicated two distinct clusters including a cluster of pre-recruits and recruits 
during the pre-viral period and a cluster of the same size classes during the 
post-viral period (Figure 26B).  
 
 
 
Figure 25. Trends in total amount of blacklip abalone catch and the number of 
closed fishing sub-zones from 2001-2012.    
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Table 6. Summarized statistics of the paired t-test comparing blacklip abalone 
abundance between pre- and post-viral periods (n= 32; AVG-affected sites 
within fishing zones); degrees of freedom (d.f.), mean ± SD. 
 
 Pre-recruits Recruits Total abundance 
Statistics (≥80 and 
<120 mm) 
(≥120 mm) (Pre-recruits +   
Recruits) 
Students' t-value 9.27 5.10 8.72 
d.f. 31 31 31 
P-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Pre-viral mean abundance 961 ± 834 386 ± 207 1347 ± 987 
Post-viral mean abundance 291 ± 251 276 ± 216 567 ± 443 
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Figure 26. Ordinations of nMDS analyses illustrating abundance patterns of 
blacklip abalone pre-recruits and recruits across survey sites during the pre-
viral (2001-2006) and the post-viral (2007-2012) periods (a). The stress value 
equals 0.07. Ellipses are confidence intervals around each group (recruits or 
pre-recruits) for the years 2001-2012 (b). 
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The combined six-year GAM containing abundance data with three 
ecologically important explanatory variables accounted for 70.2% of the 
deviation in abalone abundance (Table 7). The model validation test showed no 
violation of the assumptions for the GAM, and there were no visible spatial 
patterns among model residuals. The three explanatory variables had 
significant non-linear relationships with abalone abundance (Figure 27). 
Abundance data appeared to be associated with high reef complexities with 
values increasing gradually from 10 to a peak of 35. These complexity ranges 
were comparably higher than the mean substratum complexity of the study 
region (5.4 ± 7.6, Table 5). Although the smooth curve for depth indicated 
some fluctuations in determining abundance patterns, abalone abundance from 
the present study tended to occur in shallow waters from depths of 3.9 to 13.8 
m. Moreover, abalone abundance from survey sites located near Portland 
represented deeper depths ranges (to a maximum depth of 13.8 meters) than 
those near Port Fairy and Port Campbell (Figure 28). The relationship with BPI 
provided that abundance rates were dense toward areas identified as ridge or 
valley (BPI values > 0 and values < 0 respectively) with comparably lower 
abalone abundance rates falling on flat terrain (BPI values = 0). Overall, the 
GAM results showed that abalone abundance patterns were associated with 
complex reef structures in relatively shallow coastal water.  
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Figure 27. Model terms for the six-year generalized additive model (GAM) of 
blacklip abalone abundance. Estimated smooth functions (solid lines) with 95% 
confidence interval (shaded area) are shown for each explanatory variable. Y-
axis = fitted function with estimated degrees of freedom in parenthesis; X-axis 
= variable range with rug plots indicating sampled values. 
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Table 7. The approximate significance levels (P-value), estimated degrees of 
freedom (edf) and Chi-square (Chi. sq) for each of the explanatory variables 
used in generalized additive model (GAM) applied on blacklip abalone 
abundance data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Depth ranges of blacklip abalone abundance survey sites at Port 
Fairy, Portland and Port Campbell areas across the Western and Central fishing 
zones, Victoria. 
 
Parameters 
 
 
edf 
 
Chi. sq 
 
P-value 
Complexity 6.81 41.8 <0.001 
Depth 6.91 25.9 <0.001 
BPI 
 
2.51 8.5 <0.050 
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4.4 Discussion 
 
There was a significant viral disease (AVG) impact on blacklip abalone 
stocks in the Western and Central zones of the Victorian abalone fishery, with 
abundance patterns varying in line with variations in ecologically important 
habitat metrics derived from high quality bathymetric LiDAR. Estimates of 
density and biomass are among the useful quantities for stock assessment to 
provide fishery managers with information for management strategy decisions, 
particularly in quota-managed benthic fishery such as abalone where biomass 
and abundance may also be related to substrate variability (Chick et al., 2012). 
Measuring these factors facilitates an understanding of the resilience of abalone 
stocks and their recovery following major disturbances such as AVG. Indeed, 
reductions in the density and biomass of both blacklip abalone size classes 
(especially pre-recruits) were evident following the AVG outbreaks. Despite 
these dramatic impacts, there was evidence of gradual increases in post-AVG 
stock density and biomass in some fishing sub-zones, such as The Crags, 
indicating the potential for at least partial restoration. However, our results did 
not provide a clear sign of desired stock recovery for the Western zone overall. 
The AVG outbreak impacted fishing strategy by causing a decline in the 
amount of blacklip abalone harvested accompanied with the closure of a 
substantial number of areas to fishing over the ensuing years. It appears that 
many of the affected stocks have not yet been fully rebuilt. Blacklip abalone 
abundance was heterogeneously distributed among the survey sites. This means 
that drastic declines of abundance at some of the survey sites were obvious, 
and these sites were readily distinguishable from those with little or no AVG 
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impact which had higher recruitment success, such as the sites in the Cape 
Otway sub-zone.  
Stock recovery assessment following mass mortality is difficult because 
growth and recruitment can be highly variable depending on population size 
structure, frequency of successful spawning events and persistence of 
favourable biotic habitat characteristics, that in combination lead to fluctuating 
patterns of recruitment across space and time. There may be several 
explanations accounting for the low post-AVG recruitment success, 
particularly at those sites which experienced high levels of mortality. Abalone 
naturally show slow stock recovery with blacklip abalone on the mainland 
taking about five years or more to reach full maturity despite high levels of 
observed heterogeneity in growth (Chick, 2010; Gorfine, 2002). When the rate 
of mortality is high (~80%), it may take up to 10-20 years for the total numbers 
of adults to recover to their pre-disease levels, although populations on some 
reefs can rebuild rapidly (Gorfine et al., 2008; Prince, 2007). Abalone are 
broadcast spawners that require the presence of healthy adults in the form of 
clusters necessary for successful breeding. In an area where loss of adults was 
severe, and densities fell below critical levels, natural replenishment can be 
prolonged because of the lower probability of fertilization success and 
limitations around recruitment. Although previous studies have concluded that 
blacklip abalone larvae have a localized dispersal, and recovery is likely to be a 
direct function of the local abundance of recruits (McShane et al., 1988b; 
Prince et al., 1987), the evidence for this is equivocal. Those studies did not 
measure larval dispersal; instead they measured post-larval population 
recruitment. Indeed there has been a distinct lack of evidence of stock 
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recruitment relationships among exploited abalone species generally 
(McShane, 1995). More recently, however, population genetics has shown an 
interconnected stock across the AVG affected areas, thus recruitment may be a 
function of upstream population declines due to dispersal connectivity driven 
by hydrodynamic processes (Ierodiaconou et al., 2014). Such connectivity 
could also be a likely explanation of low pre-recruits biomass at non-disease 
affected Julia Percy Island which is likely to indicate a second-round effect as a 
consequence of inadequate larval supply from the mainland following adult 
mass mortality throughout neighbouring sub-zones such as the Crags (<10 km 
distance). Localized and patchy declines in abundance of larger abalone reduce 
grazing pressure, facilitating succession of sessile biota hostile to the 
recruitment of abalone post-larvae (Strain and Johnson, 2012). In addition, 
persistence of disease during the outbreaks may have resulted in early juvenile 
mortality (Gorfine et al., 2008), preventing them from reaching pre-adult and 
adult sizes which would also have limited recovery from the disease. 
Less suitable reef habitats that have historically supported slow growth 
populations may be unable to rebuild naturally due to the lower capacity of 
self- recruitment. Alternative scenarios such as stock augmentation activities 
including reseeding and translocation are being explored as an option for 
accelerating the recovery of stocks in heavily AVG affected areas (Prince, 
2013). However, such measures have met with mixed success (Dixon et al., 
2006; Hamasaki and Kitada, 2008). Although intervention strategies may speed 
up stocks recovery under particular circumstances, they should be considered 
with caution due to high risks of stress and mortality involved in handling and 
translocating wild animals from their original habitats. For example, abalone 
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mortality occurred during the translocation of wild abalone broodstock and the 
intra-farm exchange in late 2005 (to increase genetic diversity through an 
industry breeding program), though the observed mortality was not considered 
to be abnormal initially (Hardy-Smith, 2006; Hooper et al., 2007).  
Translocation success was improved in blacklip abalone seeding when small 
numbers closer to natural densities with larger individuals were released, thus 
potentially avoiding density dependent mortality and predation (Goodsell et al., 
2006). The availability of detailed seafloor complexity information used in this 
study may also enhance translocation success by identifying suitable habitat 
characteristics for juvenile seeding programs such as areas with cryptic space 
that are not subject to sand inundation. Recruitment may also be further 
depressed as a result of other factors interacting, such as fishing pressure in 
recently resumed fishing sub-zones. Excessive or even moderate fishing 
targeting adults may limit the number of spawners causing inadequate larval 
and juvenile supply and subsequent recruitment failure. Fishery management 
within AVG affected areas has recently resumed with harvest scenarios 
initially involving conservative catch limits with low harvest fractions and 
higher legal minimum shell size to reduce the risk of impeding recovery. Given 
the sporadic and patchy nature of abalone population recruitment  (McShane, 
1994; Prince et al., 1987) and the reproductive mode of abalone requiring 
individuals in close proximity for success in fertilization, management 
strategies must remain conservative to provide sufficient opportunity for 
abalone stocks to continue to recover.  
Herpes-like-viruses such as AVG have often been associated with disease 
outbreaks that resulted in substantial mortalities in molluscan species around 
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the world (Chang et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2004). However, massive kills from 
this agent have previously been undescribed in Australia, and therefore, 
considerable effort has been undertaken to identify the origin of the virus 
(Hooper et al., 2007). The origin of the virus has not been identified to date, 
despite a range of plausible hypotheses including that it may have been an 
endemic agent reaching epidemic infection rates through stressful 
environmental conditions or an exotic agent jumping out of its natural host into 
the abalone stocks (Prince, 2007). High mortality among wild populations due 
to this virus followed mass mortality from the same disease in a land-based 
abalone farm, which was discharging effluent into the nearby coastal area 
(Appleford, 2007). Although the relationships between farmed and wild 
animals and disease transfer are complex and often difficult to disentangle, it 
has been well known that a disease may spill over from aquaculture facilities 
(Power and Mitchell, 2004). Fish farms can allow free movement of pathogens 
between farmed and wild fishes and such  escape events pose increased risk of 
pathogens spreading among wildlife (Naylor et al., 2000; Costello 2006). This 
was previously evidenced by catastrophic mortalities in shrimp farms and wild 
crustaceans in the United States caused by a virus that appeared in both farmed 
and wild animals (Lightner et al., 1997; Nunan et al., 1998). Costello (2006, 
2009) described how sea lice from salmon pens may cause declines in nearby 
wild populations. Fish farms may contain fish at high densities for months, a 
situation that is rare in nature. Efficient biosecurity strategies are therefore 
essential to control the composition of aquaculture effluents before discharging 
waste seawater in the natural habitats. High level biosecurity protocols 
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minimize the risk of introducing pathogens into coastal ecosystems to prevent 
subsequent mortalities of the wild resources. 
In the present study, GAM analyses revealed that abalone abundance was 
associated with reefs in habitats with high physical complexity. Abundance 
concentrations were dense on substrates identified as ridges or valleys (rugose) 
with comparably low densities of abalone inhabiting relatively flat substrata. 
Previous studies have also reported success in assessing abalone species that 
show close correlation with the presence of specific substratum characteristics 
(Mellin et al., 2012). Reef complexity is among the general factors that 
determine the area of available cryptic habitat for benthic species (Kuffner et 
al., 2007). It defines the physical structure of the reef and often correlates 
positively with the abundance and biomass of reef fish (Pittman et al., 2007; 
Walker et al., 2009; Zeeman et al., 2012).  
Crevice spaces provide relative shelter from high wave energy for 
abalone and protection from some predator species. Abalone are naturally 
dependent on reef areas, and hence, rocky and complex substrata identified in 
the GAM analysis would support suitable feeding and breeding habitats and 
refuge for survivors among disease-affected abalone populations, increasing 
their chance to restore. Gutters and surge channels that dissect the reef surface 
may facilitate the concentration of drift of macro-algal, enabling larger blacklip 
abalone to feed opportunistically whilst aggregated along vertical walls of reef 
running parallel to the direction of incident waves to reduce their risk of 
dislodgement (Gorfine, 2002). Furthermore, the depth range of abalone 
abundance surveyed at sites near Portland was deeper than for those sites near 
Port Fairy and Port Campbell. Despite the additional complication associated 
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with comparing mean depths of abalone among sites, the observed depth 
ranges and fluctuations are likely to be due to the reef topography of the areas 
near Portland providing suitable habitats for abalone assemblages on relatively 
deeper reefs. The role of bathymetry and factors that co-vary with depth on the 
preferred habitats of aquatic animals is well known and documented. This 
factor has been identified as a vital influence on the distribution of abalone 
populations throughout shallow coastal waters (Aguirre and McNaught, 2012). 
Previous studies have also reported that blacklip abalone assemblages can be 
found at highly variable depths over short distances (Bedford et al., 2011; 
Shepherd and Edgar, 2013), although shallow depths seemed to support higher 
densities. Reefs with highly complex structures exposed to strong wave energy 
were identified in the analysis as more likely to provide suitable grounds for 
abalone stocks. These more complex structures are expected to facilitate 
recruitment from surviving abalone by providing suitable settlement substrata 
and promoting higher rates of growth that improve subsequent recovery. Less 
complex reefs with marginally suitable habitat will have slower rates of 
recovery that increase the chances of colonisation by invertebrate competitors 
that impede or preclude abalone recruitment. Although we found a significant 
relationship between blacklip abalone abundance and habitat complexity, it 
should be kept in mind that complexity was strongly correlated with slope and 
rugosity that may represent other characteristics in terms of variability in 
terrain (which because of this collinearity were not included in the analysis). 
Other abiotic variables that were not measured (e.g. current) may also be 
influencing the species-habitat interactions. Further research is hence needed to 
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understand which of these variables, or combination of variables, drives the 
abundance of blacklip abalone. 
Although there is currently no sign of AVG, and the virus seems to only 
survive for a short period outside of its host, uncertainties remain as to whether 
or not the lethal abalone herpes-like virus has completely disappeared with 
speculation that it may exist in a ‘latent phase’ among healthy animals with a 
possibility of a recurrence of disease when suitable conditions arise in the 
future. Whilst there is no evidence to support this theory, it does emphasize the 
need for periodic and systematic surveillance of the more heavily AVG-
affected reefs, with the intent to monitor abalone stock recovery and to 
investigate further the connectivity among populations in relation to other 
oceanic factors (i.e. inshore currents) at a fine-scale resolution. Moreover, in 
acknowledging that accurate estimation of abalone juveniles is often 
problematic, new survey techniques may be required to quantify densities of 
juveniles. Juvenile cryptic behaviour, and the species’ preference for inhabiting 
deep crevices and spaces beneath boulders, suggests that some form of optical 
fibre instrumentation would be necessary to overcome impediments to surveys 
of this ontogenetic phase. Further studies will be extremely beneficial to assist 
fisheries managers by providing a better understanding of the resilience and 
vulnerability of blacklip abalone stocks to mass mortality events affecting 
specific reef areas or regions of fishing grounds.  
In conclusion, results indicated that affected stocks have not yet fully 
recovered. It was found that the virus caused a catastrophic mortality among 
blacklip abalone pre-recruit and recruit stocks which was accompanied with a 
drastic decline in abalone catch. One of the hypotheses of this study was that 
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areas abundant in blacklip abalone are in close proximity of seafloor structural 
complexes and the results showed that blacklip abalone abundance was 
associated with topographically complex areas. Furthermore, the risks 
associated with disease escapements from aquaculture sites consequently 
causing mass mortality in wild populations were discussed in this study.  
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Chapter 5: Environmental correlates of 
blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
Reef structures are key components of marine ecosystems (Doherty and 
Fowler, 1994; Hughes et al., 2003), and the presence of reef systems can be 
critical for providing essential feeding and breeding grounds for specific 
marine organisms. In temperate marine systems, grazing activity and 
competition for space can have a profound influence on reef habitats and 
associated fauna and flora (Bellwood et al., 2004; Jones and Andrew, 1990; 
Poore et al., 2012). Reef dependent species do not often show random 
distributions. Instead they are structured by a range of processes such as 
physical gradients and habitat type, and competition for space and food 
(Benedetti-Cecchi, 2001; Glynn and Enochs, 2011; Guisan and Zimmermann, 
2000). This may consequently result in shared or segregated benthoscapes with 
some organisms exhibiting comparatively higher occupancy. For instance, 
species such as sea urchins can cluster into aggregations that overgraze brown 
algae to the extent that kelp beds are transformed into barrens. Barren 
formation directly influences the abundance of other species such as abalone 
(Hay and Fenical, 1988; Johnson et al., 2005; Jones and Andrew, 1990; Ling et 
al., 2009b). Knowledge about ecological relationships among sympatric 
organisms is pivotal to resource management, because in addition to their 
ecological significance, many affected species are of high recreational and 
commercial fisheries value.  
Abalone and sea urchins are commercially harvested in Australia for 
their meat and roe (Blount and Worthington, 2002; Gorfine, 2002). The 
Australian wild abalone harvest landed >4500 tonnes (~AU$200M) in 2011 
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representing 15% of the value of the Australian total wild fisheries catch 
(Mayfield et al., 2012). In contrast, a small urchin fishery exists along sections 
of the south-eastern Australian coastline (Andrew et al., 1998) and Victorian 
sea urchin commercial harvest during 2009-2010 was estimated to be 28 tonnes 
(~AU$123000) (Andrew et al., 1998; DSEWPC, 2011). Spiny sea urchin 
(Centrostephanus rodgersii) is the major commercially exploited species of sea 
urchin that occurring alongside blacklip abalone on shallow temperate reefs 
(Alexander et al., 2014; Ling, 2008). Historically, the distribution of urchins, 
especially spiny sea urchin, has been restricted to subtidal reefs along the 
coasts of New South Wales (NSW), eastern Victoria, and the Flinders Island 
Group in Bass Strait (Andrew and O'Neill, 2000). In recent years, the species’ 
range has expanded to the east coast of Tasmania and westward along the 
Victorian coastline. This is likely due to strengthening of the East Australian 
Current bringing warmer water containing urchin larvae further southwards 
along the east coasts of Tasmania and Victoria (Ling et al., 2009b; Ridgway, 
2007). 
 Consequences of global warming are already being observed with local 
and regional environmental changes impacting species ranges (Lough and 
Hobday, 2011; Parmesan et al., 1999; Thuiller, 2004). It has been projected 
that the global temperature is likely to rise by between ~1.6 to 6.4°C by the end 
of the twenty-first century (Betts et al., 2011; IPCC, 2007). Oceanic waters in 
south-east Australia are experiencing rapid warming, making this region a 
hotspot for ocean temperature change (Ridgway, 2007). Mean sea surface 
temperature (SST) has already risen by 0.8°C on the east coast of Victoria and 
Tasmania since the 1960s and the rate of warming in the southeast coast of 
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Australia has been greatest in summer and winter (Lough, 2009). Although the 
responses of organisms to various climate and ecological forces differ and are 
considered to be species-specific, the poleward migration of animals such as 
sea urchins in response to a warming climate is likely (Ling et al., 2009b; 
Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Peterson et al., 2002).  
Sea urchins are the dominant grazers in temperate subtidal systems 
(Banks et al., 2007; Byrnes et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2005b). Several studies 
have investigated the spatial patterns of sea urchins and their likely influence 
on abalone fisheries, particularly in NSW and Tasmania (Andrew et al., 1998; 
Strain and Johnson, 2013; Strain and Johnson, 2009; Wright et al., 2005b). 
Little is known about their dispersion and ecological interaction within 
Victoria’s subtidal reef communities although there is evidence of increases in 
overgrazing and displacement of abalone habitat, specifically algal 
assemblages (Gorfine et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2005; Silliman et al., 2013). 
Excessive rates of herbivory can subsequently change ecosystems into 
unproductive barren habitat (Eklöf et al., 2008). It has also been shown that 
abalone are almost absent where urchin barrens occur, although abalone are 
found to commonly co-occur with urchins in fringe habitats (Andrew et al., 
1998). Among the explanations postulated for the absence of abalone from the 
urchin barrens, the most likely is that urchins compete with abalone for food 
(Shepherd, 1973b; Strain and Johnson, 2009). Concomitant reductions in 
abalone densities may enable urchins to alter the biotic surfaces of reef 
substrates to make them less suited to abalone settlement (Strain and Johnson, 
2012). The extent and persistence of high urchin density also impacts the 
commercial value of this species due to reduced  roe size and quality (Byrne et 
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al., 1998). Possible range expansion of urchin barrens may limit the resilience 
and productivity of abalone stocks. It may also impact the effectiveness of 
management strategies aimed at arresting stock declines in the eastern area of 
the state and in prompting recovery from the combined effects of disease and 
fishing pressure in the central and western regions of Victoria.  
Shifts in species ranges depend on many factors, including life history 
traits, competition, and habitat requirements. Environmental factors such as 
physical structure of the seabed may also influence the spatial patterns among 
species (Moore et al., 2011; Pittman et al., 2007; Rees et al., 2013). For 
example, larval supply may be driven by oceanographic regime (i.e. currents) 
as well as upstream supply from suitable habitat. Recruitment will be reliant on 
the availability of suitable habitat and connectivity which may influence 
dispersal capacity. Recent advances in mapping technology such as 
bathymetric LiDAR allow the rapid collection of high resolution, full coverage 
bathymetry information over large geographic extents in nearshore waters 
(Chust et al., 2010; Pittman et al., 2013; Wedding et al., 2008; Zawada and 
Brock, 2009). Bathymetric LiDAR data has been used to derive reef rugosity 
and complexity indices that have been shown to correlate with fish abundance 
and species richness (Kuffner et al., 2007; Zawada et al., 2010). Such data is 
particularly useful for benthic species that may have specific requirements for 
recruitment success linked to substratum characteristics (Galparsoro et al., 
2009).  
This study investigates variations in abundance and distribution of 
benthic marine invertebrates in terms of geophysical and climatic conditions. 
We use bathymetric LiDAR data along with oceanographic variables (sea 
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surface temperature and Chlorophyll a [Chl a]) to integrate detailed spatial 
observations of abalone and urchin abundance. We define variable importance 
and use these models to predict species distributions over broader 
environmental scales. We then apply IPCC (the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) scenarios to project future distributions and quantify the 
impact on existing abalone fishing grounds. 
5.2 Material and Methods  
 
5.2.1 Survey area  
The study area covers 4500 km² of coastal waters from depths of ~25m 
to the low tide mark along 2500 km of the Victorian coastline, Australia 
(Figure 29). Several bays are located along this open coast, the largest is Port 
Phillip Bay in central Victoria. The exposed, open coast encompasses bare 
sediment and rocky reefs, with near shore patchy reef extensions from the 
intertidal zone to deeper offshore waters. The shallow bays are often dominated 
by seagrass and sand although a smaller number of rocky-reefs can also be 
seen across the bays. Diverse assemblages of algal species can be found on 
shallow reef systems mostly dominated by canopy forming kelps and fucoid 
beds.  
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5.2.2 Benthic community’s surveys 
Annual benthic community surveys (during October to March) were 
conducted using underwater sampling methods by Fisheries Victoria, the 
leading Government regulatory agency, from 2002 to 2011 (Mayfield et al., 
2012). Fixed monitoring sites had been established throughout the Victorian 
coastal waters providing a representative coverage of abalone habitats. At each 
monitoring site (n = 195), blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin were counted 
by experienced research divers from within belt transects 30 m × 1 m wide (n = 
6 transects per site) selected randomly from 12 cardinal directions radiating 
from the site centroid. Survey transects were randomly allocated between each 
pair of divers (3 each per site), to facilitate estimation of variability in 
observation. In addition, during the surveys conducted in 2011, the cover of 
brown algae including Phyllospora comosa, Ecklonia radiata and Sargassum 
spp. were also estimated visually at each site. The percent of each algal class 
was then determined for the transect area. The density of abalone and urchins 
(ind. m-2) were estimated by dividing the number of individuals by the area of 
transects.  
 
5.2.3 Bathymetric and oceanographic variables   
Bathymetric LiDAR data were acquired via the methods detailed in 
Chapter 2 section 2.2.3. LiDAR derivatives considered in this study were 
bathymetry, slope, complexity and vector ruggedness measure (VRM) (Figure 
30). Details of these variables were described in Chapter 2 section 2.2.3 (Table 
1) and Chapter 3 section 3.2.3 (Table 3). In addition, substrate was classified 
into three classes (reef; reef and sediment; sediment) using a decision tree 
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classification method integrating bathymetric LiDAR and under water video 
data (Ierodiaconou et al., 2011; Zavalas et al., 2014).  
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Mean Austral summer (December to February) and winter (June to 
August) and annual SST (°C) and Chl a concentrations (mg/m3) between 2002 
and 2011 were derived from the raw MODIS Aqua daily images using NASAs 
SeaDAS image processing software (version 6.1) at the spatial resolution of ~1 
km. The SST algorithm used was the ocean biology processing group (OBPG) 
daytime long-wave SST algorithm (Franz, 2006), which is based on MODIS 
band 31 (11μm) and band 32 (12 μm). Following sequential image processing 
steps, the daily raw images were processed from Level 0 to Level 2. Daily 
images were aggregated to monthly images by mosaicking, where the 
overlapping locations have mean values of the overlapping cells. The monthly 
images between 2002 and 2011 were temporally averaged to obtain mean 
summer, mean winter and mean annual SST. The same processing steps were 
used to generate average seasonal and annual Chl a layers. The Garver-Siegel-
Maritorena algorithm was applied to estimate Chl a concentrations from the 
MODIS images (Maritorena et al., 2002).  
Furthermore, projected mean summer, winter and annual SST datasets (~ 
20 km cell size) for the year 2100 were acquired from Climate Change In 
Australia (http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/) and provided by 
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO, 
2011). These data were generated based on the CSIRO MK 3.5 climate model 
and the IPCC A1FI high-emission scenario (Gordon et al., 2010). It has been 
projected that global average warming under the IPCC scenario A1FI is likely 
to increase in range between 2.4 – 6.4°C at the end of the 21th century with the 
best estimate of an increase of approximately 4°C (Betts et al., 2011; IPCC, 
2007; Joshi et al., 2011). Historic SST and Chl a values were extracted for the 
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bathymetric LiDAR coverage at 1 km resolution (n= 3,000 pixels) using 
nearest values. We then downscaled SST and Chl a data to 5 m resolution to 
match the bathymetric LiDAR products using a Kriging geo-statistical 
interpolation procedure in ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI). Kriging has been shown to 
outperform other interpolation approaches in similar applications (Hunter and 
Meentemeyer, 2005; Murphy et al., 2010). The same procedure as for the 
present-day was applied to interpolate future summer and winter SST datasets. 
The interpolated present-day SST maps were validated using an independent 
dataset provided by Surf-Forecast (http://www.surf-forecast.com/) that reports 
daily climatic conditions including sea water temperature for Victorian surf 
coasts from the far western (Dredge and white reefs) to the far eastern 
(Mallacoota and Point Hicks) coastline. The mean values of the topographic 
and oceanographic variables within a radius of 30 m of each diver survey site 
were then extracted for statistical analyses. Abundance data from 39 disease-
affected survey sites across the Western and Central fishing zones were 
excluded from the analysis. These sites were removed to avoid the effect of 
variability in abalone abundance data due to high rates of mortality which was 
caused by the abalone viral disease. In addition, data from 11 survey sites 
located outside of the available bathymetric LiDAR coverage were also 
excluded from the species distribution modelling explained in the next section. 
Therefore, ten years of data from 122 survey sites were retained in the 
analyses.   
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5.2.4 Analysis of species spatial distributions 
In order to identify outliers and issues that could potentially affect 
statistical analyses, data exploration was conducted. Colinearity between 
explanatory variables was assessed by the Pearson correlation coefficient 
visualized in pair-plots and the variance inflation factor (VIF) (Zuur et al., 
2009). A correlation coefficient threshold < 0.5 and VIF value < 3 were 
considered to retain only the least correlated variables. Strong correlations 
(>0.7) were detected between slope, complexity and VRM data. Considering 
the important role of complexity as a potential determinant of benthic species 
habitats, it was retained to run the models whereas slope and VRM were 
excluded from the analysis. As high correlations (>0.8) were also found 
between SST and Chl a, these oceanographic variables were not included in the 
same model.  
A generalized linear modelling (GLM) approach was used to predict the 
relative abundance of blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin as a function of 
bathymetric and oceanographic variables across the entire Victorian coastline. 
The GLM is a flexible generalization of ordinary linear regression for relating 
responses to linear combinations of predictor variables via a link function. This 
modelling method is suited for identifying ecological relationships and allows 
for non-linearity and non-constant variance structures in the data (Guisan et al., 
2002). Due to the variations in blacklip abalone abundance as well as the 
number of zero observations in urchin datasets, a GLM was developed using a 
negative binomial distribution with a log link function. Negative binomial 
GLMs have been shown as useful methods to deal with overdispersion in 
model residuals caused by high variation in abundance measurements (Hilbe, 
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2007; Zuur et al., 2009). Moreover, abundance data for spiny sea urchin were 
converted into binary occurrence (presence/absence) records and modelled 
using the GLM with a binomial distribution and logit link function. In the 
binary dataset, presence/absence was considered zero if urchins were absent 
and one if any urchins were present. This was performed to produce a 
predictive map of urchin occurrence based on the relationships between their 
presence/absence locations and habitat variables, and to evaluate if the 
predictors of occurrence are different to those of abundance. Prior to fitting of 
the final model, the data was randomly split into training and test datasets with 
85% of the data for training and 15% for model validation.  
Final fitted models were then used to predict the present and future 
abundance distribution of blacklip abalone and the occurrences of spiny sea 
urchins across the entire study area. Raster datasets of the predictor variables 
were imported into the R program (version 2.15.3) using “raster” package, and 
then a stack layer of the predictors was built to be used for the prediction of 
occurrence and abundance for each of the pixels in the raster dataset. Predicted 
maps were then imported into ArcGIS for model visualization. Model selection 
was based on variable significance, percentage deviance explained and the 
akaike information criterion (AIC). Goodness of fit of the GLMs was evaluated 
using a chi-square test based on the residual deviance and degrees of freedom 
with P > 0.05 indicating a good fit. Cohens Kappa statistics (k) was considered 
in the binomial GLM using occurrence data to evaluate the agreement between 
observed and predicted probability of occurrence. K varies between 0 to 1 and 
the model with k > 0.4 was considered good while k < 0.4 was an indication of 
poor performance (Woodby et al., 2009). Model diagnostics included 
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examination of residual plots and the regression of fitted against observed 
values. Spatial independence was assessed by plotting the residuals of the best 
fitting model against their spatial coordinates. All GLMs were fit using the 
“mgcv” and “MASS” packages in the R version 2.15.3. Multivariate analysis 
of non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) was used to identify patterns 
of algal community, blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchins among survey 
sites. Abundance data were square root transformed and then submitted to 
Wisconsin double-standardization. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was set for 
nMDS, and analyses were performed using the “vegan” package within the R 
version 2.15.3.  
 
5.2.5. Potential impacts on abalone fishing grounds 
The predicted blacklip abalone abundance maps were masked for each of 
Victorian fishing zones (i.e. Eastern, Central and Western fishing zones) and 
the percentage change in abundance between future and current predictions 
was estimated for each zone across the state. Moreover, in order to assess the 
potential impact of future urchin distributions on abalone reef habitats, the 
predicted spiny sea urchin occurrence map for the year 2100 was classified into 
high and low occurrence probability classes (predicted values < 0.5 as low 
probability of occurrence and predicted values > 0.5 as high probability of 
occurrence). The high probability class was then overlaid on the reef 
distribution maps within a selection of Victorian fishing sub-zones representing 
a geographic spread across the state. The percentage of affected grounds within 
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overlapping areas were then quantified to evaluate which sub-zones of the 
fishery are more likely to be subjected to the potential urchin threat.   
5.3 Results 
 
Blacklip abalone were present for almost the entire Victorian coastline 
where suitable areas reef were observed (Figure 31A). Densities were found to 
vary, with the highest blacklip abalone density was 1.72 ind. m-2 at a site in the 
Eastern fishing zone, and the lowest density was found to be 0.2 ind. m-2. There 
was a considerable variation in sea urchin abundance among survey sites and 
across the study area. Spiny sea urchin was abundant at eastern Victorian sites 
near the NSW border and was not found in the Western and Central zones of 
the fishery during the survey period, although isolated specimens (n = 2 
collected) in the state’s far west (20 km from Portland) have been found in data 
collections outside the survey period. The Pearson correlation coefficient 
showed that there was a strong longitudinal relationship in the presence of 
spiny sea urchin (r = 0.89) with comparatively high occurrences in eastern 
Victoria (Figure 31B). The highest observed spiny sea urchin density was 2.11 
ind. m-2.   
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Figure 31. Distribution of blacklip abalone density (no. m-2) (A) and the 
presence (value 1) or absence (value 0) of spiny sea urchin (B) in relation to 
the longitudinal changes along the west to east coasts of Victoria; Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (r) is shown when relationship between variables was 
linear. 
  
The negative binomial GLM predicting the abundance of blacklip 
abalone showed that reef complexity and summer SST were the best predictors 
(Table 8 and 9). Within this model, the abundance of blacklip abalone 
decreased with increasing summer SST (Figure 32B and Table 9). Predictive 
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maps for the present and future probability of the distribution of blacklip 
abalone showed relatively similar predictions (Figures 33A and B). It was 
predicted that the abundance is likely to decrease with higher temperature 
values, especially under future summer SST ranges [>23°C] from A1FI high 
emission scenario in the Eastern fishing zone. Overall, a loss was observed, 
although there was a slight increase in the distribution of blacklip abalone 
across some areas in the Western fishing zone where SST ranges were lower.  
The binomial GLM using spiny sea urchin occurrence records described 
73.7 % of the deviance (Table 8). Depth, complexity, winter SST and annual 
Chl a were positive and significant predictors of occurrence (Figures 32D to G; 
Table 9). As for the occurrence of spiny sea urchin, depth, complexity, winter 
SST and annual Chl a were the most influential variables predicting 
abundance. Higher winter SST values were observed at survey sites located 
across eastern Victoria (current winter SST ~13°C and above) where spiny sea 
urchin was found in high densities. The predicted present-day distribution of 
spiny sea urchin covers known habitats occupied by the urchins and the highest 
predicted suitability was in far east Victoria. GLM prediction under the year 
2100 winter SST ranges from A1FI high emission scenario showed that eastern 
Victorian coasts will be likely to support expansion of areas with higher spiny 
sea urchin occupancy. There was also a high probability of a range expansion 
of spiny sea urchin within some of Western and Central Victorian coastal 
fishing grounds (Figures 33C and D).  
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Table 9. Summarized statistics of each of the explanatory variables used in the 
binomial and negative binomial generalized linear model (GLM) for predicting 
current abundance of blacklip abalone and the occurrence and abundance of 
spiny sea urchin; with standard error (Std.Error), Z value and approximate 
significance levels (P-value). 
 
Species Model   Parameters 
Variables Std.Error Z value P-value 
 
Blacklip 
abalone 
 
Negative  
Binomial  
GLM 
Complexity 0.05 1.94 <0.010 
Summer SST 0.07 -2.28 <0.050 
Sediment 0.23 -2.27 <0.050 
 
 
 
 
Spiny sea 
urchin 
 
 
Binomial  
GLM 
Depth 0.21 1.65 <0.050 
Complexity 0.08 3.09 <0.010 
Winter SST 0.88 4.39 <0.001 
Annual Chl a 1.60 4.18 <0.001 
 
Negative  
Binomial  
GLM 
Depth 0.06 2.50 <0.050 
Complexity 0.02 7.19 <0.001 
Winter  SST 0.32 11.78 <0.001 
Annual Chl a 0.52 9.83 <0.001 
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Figure 32. Partial plots for the significant variables in the binomial and 
negative binomial generalized linear models (GLM) predicting current 
probability of abundance of blacklip abalone (A, B and C) and the probability 
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of occurrence of spiny sea urchin (D, E, F and G). Due to high similarity in 
terms of variable importance, output graphs from the predicted abundance of 
spiny sea urchin were not shown. Fit line (solid line) and its standard error 
(dash line) are added to each plot. Y-axis = partial of the variable with rug plots 
and dots representing partial residuals; X-axis = variable range with rug plots 
indicating sampled values. Values 1, 2 and 3 in Reef plot (plot C) respectively 
indicate reef; reef and sediment; sediment. 
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Good correlation (correlation coefficient 0.82) was achieved (Figure 34) 
when reported SST was compared to the interpolated dataset (Figure 35). 
Comparing future SST datasets with current winter, summer and annual SST 
data showed a high increase in SST (between 1.8 to 6.4°C increase based on the 
IPCC A1FI high emission scenario) throughout the Victorian waters for the 
end of the 21st century with some variability across the state (Figure 36). The 
rate of warming was higher in the Eastern zone, however substantial increases 
in SST were also evident in central and western Victoria. There was a fair 
agreement between predicted and observed values (Cohens kappa values = 
0.58 for the predicted occurrence map). Using the test data, it was found that 
the GLMs generally predicted higher abundance and occurrence with a positive 
Pearson correlation between observed and predicted values. There was no 
evidence of spatial dependence in the model residuals. GLMs with the negative 
binomial distribution accounted for overdispersion (dispersion parameter close 
to 1), and none of the GLMs indicated patterns in the residuals. Based on the 
results of ordination plots from nMDS analysis, distinct patterns were evident 
in the distribution of blacklip abalone abundance and spiny sea urchin in terms 
of associated algal biota (Stress = 0.13). Abundance was not homogeneously 
distributed among the survey sites and there was a negative correlation 
between blacklip abalone abundance and the presence of spiny sea urchins 
(Figure 37). Sites containing clusters of spiny sea urchin were separated from 
the macro-algal community classes including Phyllospora comosa, Ecklonia 
radiata and Sargassum spp., and were relatively close to no-macroalgae 
coverage class. In contrast, patterns in the abundance of blacklip abalone were 
associated with macro-algal classes observed. Differences in the abundance of 
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blacklip abalone between current and future predictions indicated 3.6 to 10.7% 
decline in abundance by the year 2100 with the rate of loss being higher in the 
Eastern fishing zone (Figure 38). However, there was also an indication of 
increase in abundance on some reef habitats such as specific sub-zones in 
Western fishing zone, although as a whole a loss was observed (Table 10). By 
quantifying the percentage of potentially impacted abalone reef areas it was 
found that future range expansion in the distribution of spiny sea urchin by the 
year 2100 impacted some important suitable reef habitats especially within 
Eastern Victorian abalone zone (Table 10).  
 
 
 
Figure 34. Validation plot of interpolated annual sea surface temperature (SST, 
°C) map using an independent dataset from 48 sampling locations across the 
entire Victorian coastline; r = 0.82 indicates Pearson correlation coefficient.  
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Figure 37. Ordinations of nMDS analyses illustrating patterns of blacklip 
abalone and spiny sea urchin in relation to associated brown algal community 
coverage including Phyllospora comosa, Ecklonia radiata and Sargassum spp. 
Sites with no algal coverage are shown as “NoAlgae”. The stress value equals 
0.13. 
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Table 10. Quantified reef areas potentially affected by the future (for the year 
2100) spiny sea urchin distribution and differences in the rate of predicted 
current and future abundance of blacklip abalone across some of abalone 
fishing sub-zones from the Eastern, Central and Western Victorian abalone 
zones.  
  
Victorian 
abalone fishing 
zones 
Sub-zone name Potentially 
affected reef 
habitats (% 
hectare) by 
the future 
distribution of  
spiny sea  
urchin 
Rate of change 
(%) between 
predicted current 
and future 
abundance of  
blacklip abalone 
 Yeerung Reef 70.1 -8.48 
Eastern fishing 
zone 
Mueller 100.0 -11.06 
 Red River 100.0 -8.55 
 Wilsons 
Promontory 
(Squeaky Beach) 
 
3.7 
 
-9.96 
Central fishing 
zone 
Cape Liptrap 3.1 -2.61 
 Blanket Bay 6.1 -6.74 
 Killarney 10.1 1.76 
Western fishing 
zone 
Inside Nelson 15.4 6.98 
 Whites 26.1 -2.80 
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5.4 Discussion 
 
Understanding the environmental parameters driving the distribution and 
abundance of species in marine systems is key to understanding and mitigating 
the potential threats caused by a changing climate. The ability to extrapolate 
models across the seascape at a scale relevant to resource exploitation provides 
an opportunity to inform ecosystem-based management of commercially 
exploited stocks. Species correlation with environmental variables also 
provides the opportunity to forecast impacts of potential climate change 
scenarios, the implication of change in suitable habitat conditions and the 
implications of species range expansion on the current fisheries resource. 
Findings from this research provided clear evidence of the effect of seafloor 
variability and climate-related factors in determining current and future 
distribution of blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchins. Where spiny sea urchins 
were aggregated, the coverage of surrounding algae beds and the density of 
blacklip abalone were relatively limited indicating potential segregation caused 
by high occupancy rates of urchins. 
Our predictive model demonstrated that complex seafloor structure was 
the key abiotic predictor explaining the occurrence and abundance patterns of 
blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin. Substrate complexity has been shown as 
fundamental in supporting shallow marine biodiversity (Bouchet et al., 2014; 
McCormick and Lönnstedt, 2013). Complex benthic terrain has been found to 
provide suitable habitats for benthic dwelling organisms (Alexander et al., 
2014; Kuffner et al., 2007) as well as to support greater abundance for fish 
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species (Knudby et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2011; Pittman et al., 2007; Walker 
et al., 2009) and invertebrates (Galparsoro et al., 2009; Holmes et al., 2008). It 
has been speculated that surge channels with greater exposure help concentrate 
macro-algal drift enabling larger blacklip abalone to feed opportunistically 
whilst aggregated along vertical reef walls (Gorfine, 2002). Along with 
substrate complexity, the role of bathymetry and factors that co-vary with 
depth has been shown to be prominent in structuring marine species by 
influencing light attenuation (Anderson and Millar, 2004; Geange et al., 2012; 
Smith and Brown, 2002). Although abalone populations are generally 
distributed across shallow subtidal systems (Aguirre and McNaught, 2012), in 
our study there was no significant relationship with  the abundance of blacklip 
abalone. However, it is acknowledged that depths were restricted to diver 
depths rather than the ecological range of the species. Comparing the 
relationship between urchins and depth showed distinct patterns. For instance, 
spiny sea urchin occurrence and abundance were found to be greater on deeper 
substrate with high complexity. Although spiny sea urchin distribution and 
depth relationship is not clearly known, it has previously been shown that spiny 
sea urchin occupy deeper depth ranges, especially in terms of barren formation, 
probably due to changes in algal community composition and wave exposure 
(Johnson et al., 2005). Observations from reefs in eastern Victoria where 
urchins occurred generally showed greater densities in deeper reefs will lower 
densities in shallow (<5 m) inshore reefs implying other factors such as 
exposure may be influencing variations in densities observed (Gorfine et al., 
2012).  
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The models used in this study showed agreement with known habitats 
occupied by abalone and urchin and also provide predictions of distributions 
based on projected climate change and associated changes in distribution and 
abundance. GLMs indicated that SST was a significant predictor of the 
distribution of both species examined in the study. The relationship with SST 
was apparent for the spiny sea urchin, which was highly correlated to warmer 
winter SST and displayed a preference for the geographic shift towards the 
west of the state under future climate projections. Changes in projected SST 
were most evident in south-east Australia, possibly due to the strengthening of 
the East Australian Current transporting warmer waters from lower latitudes 
towards southern coasts. The rate of ocean warming in south-east Australia is 
faster than the global average which may consequently influence the 
distribution of species at various life history stages and spatial scales (Butler et 
al., 2007; Harley et al., 2006). The rate of warming in south-east has been 
greatest in summer and winter. Long term in situ observations in this region 
indicated the rate of rise in SST about 0.23°C /decade and 2.28°C /century over 
the 1944-2002 period (Ridgway, 2007). Under such circumstances, marine 
species such as sea urchins may undergo considerable southward and poleward 
migration and occupy regions that have historically been free of such residents 
and compete for habitat currently occupied by other species. Examples of 
geographical range shifts have been observed in the North Sea (Perry et al., 
2005) and California (Barry et al., 1995; Zacherl et al., 2003) as well as in 
eastern Tasmania (Johnson et al., 2011; Sunday et al., 2015) where several fish 
and invertebrates including sea urchins have expanded their ranges in response 
to warming. 
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Temperature is the major factor affecting all biological processes 
including those observed in marine ecosystems (Gillooly et al., 2002; Pörtner 
and Knust, 2007). Knowledge of the effect of species thermo-tolerance on 
breeding success, larval development and survival rate is a key factor for 
understanding how marine species may respond to climatic change. This is 
important when studying abalone and urchins because their planktonic larvae 
are notably impacted by warming oceans. Blacklip abalone spawn between 
October and April with a restricted larval dispersal (Chick, 2010; Gorfine, 
2002). The spawning of spiny sea urchin occurs during winter with peak 
fertilization in August at temperatures greater than 12°C with a pelagic larval 
phase that can lasting months (Pecorino, 2012). The long planktonic phase in 
spiny sea urchin increases their capacity for long distance dispersal (Banks et 
al., 2007; Huggett et al., 2005). Such larval characteristics have enabled 
northern populations of spiny sea urchin to undergo poleward shift and 
establish their populations in eastern Tasmania (Ling et al., 2009b), confirming 
positive responses of urchin larvae to warmer waters and further likelihood of 
expansion in the distribution of this species. 
Despite these positive responses from urchins to increasing SST, it 
should be noted that temperatures beyond species tolerance suppress larval 
growth and survival by increasing metabolic costs. Recent investigations under 
experimental treatments assessed the adaptive capacity of urchin larvae 
(Heliocidaris erythrogramma) to increasing temperatures (ranged from 18 to 
26°C) (Byrne et al., 2011). They observed deleterious effects when larvae 
subjected to a +3 - 4 °C increase above ambient. However, metamorphosis was 
successful among those that had early normal development at 26°C indicating 
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adaptive capacity of larvae. In their study, it was indicated that the species had 
experienced warming of local waters in recent decades, possibly resulting in 
evolutionary changes that increase thermal tolerance. Blacklip abalone may 
respond differently to ocean warming due to their limited tolerance to higher 
temperatures and different biological responses to temperature compared to 
spiny sea urchins. Preferred growth temperature for blacklip abalone is ~17°C 
and higher water temperature may cause juvenile mortality (Gilroy and 
Edwards, 1998). A recent study in South Australia predicting the distribution 
of abalone (H. laevigata and H. rubra) suggested a limited ability of abalone 
species to tolerate warmer waters during hot months, especially March (Russell 
et al., 2012). Our model also confirmed a negative response from blacklip 
abalone to warmer summer temperatures. In our study, thermo-tolerance limits 
and adaptation capacity of abalone and urchins to different temperature ranges 
were not incorporated in the species distribution model  due to data limitations 
and the inability of current models to explicitly account for physiological limits 
when predicting a species’ geographic distribution (Martínez et al., 2015; 
Sinclair et al., 2010; Willis et al., 2015). All models, however, have some 
levels of uncertainty and subjectivity (i.e. strengths and weaknesses) in 
addressing how species relate to climate change (Beale and Lennon, 2012; Kerr 
and Dobrowski, 2013). However it has generally been the lack of available 
habitat information at a scale relevant to exploitation that is commonly limited. 
With increasing availability of high-resolution oceanographic and LiDAR 
derived seafloor structure information, obtaining species range change 
information as scales similar to those of terrestrial studies is now possible. 
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In the present study, nMDS indicated that blacklip abalone and spiny sea 
urchin were segregated, particularly where urchin clusters were observed, and 
often devoid of macro algae. We also observed that urchins co-occurred with 
blacklip abalone within fringe habitats and blacklip abalone abundance 
declined with an increase in clusters of urchins. Declining blacklip abalone 
individuals in urchin patches are likely due to interspecific competition 
between abalone and urchins. In a previous study by Strain et al. (2013) it was 
found that additions of spiny sea urchin to the environment caused abalone to 
flee and shift microhabitats from exposed to sheltered positions. Although 
urchins and abalone both feed on algae and share similar food resources, they 
have different impacts on algal beds. Total algae cover declines with increase 
in the density of urchins, but the presence of abalone even in high densities 
does not significantly influence algae cover. The main hypothesis explaining 
this behaviour is that urchins are generalist herbivores that graze on a range of 
algal communities, while abalone are specialist herbivores with relatively 
limited dietary preferences (Strain and Johnson, 2009). It has previously shown 
that toughness of the diet is a significant factor affecting the feeding rates by 
blacklip abalone and although larger individuals prefer red algae, abalone are 
morphologically constrained feeding on relatively soft tissue (McShane et al., 
1994).     
In this study, the predicted range expansion of spiny sea urchin from 
eastern to include central and western Victoria under future climate change 
indicates a potential for increase in the conversion of abalone reef habitats into 
barrens. Some of the fishing sub-zones within the Eastern fishing zone have 
become heavily depleted of abalone due to spiny sea urchin grazing behaviour, 
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potentially exacerbated by fishing activity. During a recent meeting held in 
Mallacoota (EZAIA, 2014) to assess the status of abalone stocks and set a total 
allowable catch for the following year, spiny sea urchin infestation was 
identified as a critical threat to productive abalone grounds. At some of the 
historically productive harvest locations such as Sandpatch Point, Yeerung 
Reef and Red River, commercial abalone divers’ observations indicate that 
around 50% of previously productive fishing grounds have been impacted by 
formation of urchin barrens. Our model for spiny sea urchin distribution also 
indicated a high rate of occupancy within some of these fishing sub-zones 
where the level of damage could potentially reach 70 - 100% of total reef area 
by the year 2100. Although unlike the Eastern fishery zone, there is no 
evidence of establishment urchin barrens among the abalone fishing grounds of 
western Victoria, future predictions of a westward extension conditions 
favourable to black urchins, and the identification of two specimens of spiny 
sea urchin proximal to Portland, indicate that a potential threat already exists in 
the Central and Western fishery zones. Recent manipulative experiments have 
investigated the effect of urchin culling from abalone reef habitats to recover 
canopy forming algae (Ling et al., 2010; Strain and Johnson, 2013). An urchin 
culling program is currently occurring in Victorian Eastern fishery zone and 
commercial abalone divers in this region have been informed to leave abalone 
alone on fresh grounds near urchin culling sites. Although algal communities 
improve following urchin removal, culling may not solely be a practical long-
term strategy due to the costs of culling and the scale of urchin dispersal. 
Along with urchin removal, biological conservation such as protecting larger 
rock lobsters in urchin habitats is also likely to be a viable management plan 
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decreasing the likelihood of urchin barrens formation. Larger lobsters can act 
as “beneficial predators” feeding on urchins, and there is not significant 
competition between lobster and abalone (Babcock et al., 2010; Pederson and 
Johnson, 2006). Eastern rock lobsters (Jasus verreauxi) were historically 
prevalent in eastern Victoria and are mostly found in deeper water although 
little is known about their predatory activity and interactions with sea urchins 
and how their feeding behaviour may impact urchin dispersal in eastern 
Victoria. The role of predators in regulating sea urchin abundance and 
distribution and the impact of such prey-predator interactions on the resilience 
of marine ecosystems is well known (Hamilton and Caselle, 2015; Scheibling 
and Hamm, 1991). Nonetheless, heavy fishing pressure on lobsters during 
recent decades probably resulted in an increase in the release of urchin 
populations and contributed to destructive urchin grazing in this region. 
Implementing conservation strategies on the basis of predator activities 
requires comprehensive manager and fisherman collaborations to prevent 
lobster overfishing from urchin suitable grounds, especially where urchin 
expansions are predicted to expand in the Western and Central zones of 
Victoria which support a southern rock lobster fishery (Jasus edwardsii). 
Recent fisheries assessments within the Victorian Western fishing zone 
located the presence of spiny sea urchin across two abalone fishing grounds 
near Cape Nelson, Portland, over 700 km from its known geographic range in 
the east of the state. Our model for future spiny sea urchin distribution 
predicted that warm winter waters across some of the fishing sub-zones in this 
region are suitable for the occurrence of spiny sea urchin, consequently 
increasing the likelihood of susceptibility of this zone to urchin occupation. It 
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is less likely that recently observed spiny sea urchin have naturally dispersed to 
this region. A plausible explanation is that observed urchins were transported 
by ballast water or fishing vessels from a proximal major port. Nonetheless, 
this detection poses a concern on the broader urchin expansion threatening the 
resilience of abalone populations within Western zone still recovering from 
mass mortality caused by a viral disease during 2006-2007 (Mundy et al., 
2014). Overall, this study demonstrated the role of seafloor topography and 
SST in explaining the distribution of commercial benthic species, blacklip 
abalone and spiny sea urchins. We also found spatial variation in the 
abundance of these species in relation to associated algal community. Changes 
in the distributional range of these benthic species under future warming based 
on the fossil intensive, high emissions scenario, were also predicted and 
discussed. Future ocean warming combined with other stressors is likely to 
have substantial impacts on fisheries resources of south-eastern Australia with 
predictions suggesting shifts in the distribution of marine species such as 
urchins have the potential to cause conflict with historically productive fishing 
grounds.  
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Chapter 6: General discussion and 
conclusion 
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6.1   Introduction  
 
Via examples from the Victorian abalone fishery, multidisciplinary 
spatial-based modeling approaches integrating a variety of environmental, 
fishery dependent and independent data were effectively applied in the present 
thesis. Four independent research chapters (Chapters 2-5) have been 
undertaken. Each chapter represents its main research objectives to assess a 
distinct aspect of the status of abalone fishery and contemporary issues 
threatening abalone resources in south-east Australia. Analysis using geospatial 
technologies provided new information about spatial and temporal patterns in 
CPUE, potential habitat availability, fisheries productivity and the distribution 
of suitable fishing grounds. In addition, using the predictive capabilities of 
SDMs, the key environmental descriptors determining species distribution, 
their geographic range shifts and potential impacts on fishery grounds were 
also determined. In this chapter, findings of the thesis are interpreted regarding 
each achievement, thereby enabling us to better represent the issues related to 
the project aims and how the data is linked to solving the problems 
investigated.   
6.2   Objective 1: Spatial and temporal trends in blacklip abalone 
fishing effort 
 
Geostatistical approaches applied in Chapter 2 demonstrated spatial 
clustering and hotspots in the distribution of blacklip abalone CPUE with 
temporal changes observed to be primarily focused on a relatively small 
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proportion of fishable reef extents in the south-west abalone fishery zone, 
Victoria. Statistical analysis using GAMM further provided that CPUE was 
mainly associated with rough seafloor physical structures across shallow 
depths derived from bathymetric LiDAR. The findings clearly indicated diver 
harvest preferences towards known shallow rocky habitats to meet total 
allowable catch within the three studied sub-zones (Discovery Bay, Julia Bank 
and Julia Percy Island). Although hotspot locations provided reasonable CPUE 
estimates and observed trends are likely to be related to changes in abalone 
stocks, it remains unclear whether these locations support aggregations of 
abalone recruits and pre-recruits. Therefore, it would be the responsibility of 
fishery decision makers to implement abundance survey scenarios assessing 
abalone stock status across the grounds experiencing high fishing intensity to 
reduce the likelihood of localized serial depletion. Having specific evidence on 
the status of stocks in frequently targeted habitats is necessary as unsustainable 
concentrations of fishing activity and excessive diver preferences towards 
accessible grounds may consequently pose depletion threats to local 
populations (Hobday et al., 2000).  
Local depletions may not be detected as estimates are aggregated at an 
inappropriate coarse scale relative to the fine scale at which actual fishing 
activity occurs (Prince, 2005). Excessive fishing behavior would ultimately 
cause fishery collapse in cases when the local depletions are not detected, and 
appropriate harvest strategies are not implemented. Furthermore, the amount of 
catch or CPUE may remain stable even when serial depletion is taking place, as 
once easily accessed productive grounds are overfished, divers will shift to 
other sections of high productivity at distant reefs or exposed waters (Karpov et 
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al., 2000; Prince, 2003). Traditional methods of data collection have failed to 
detect the depletion in many abalone fisheries around the world, such as the 
abalone fishery in Mexico (Morales-Bojórquez et al., 2008), as these methods 
are difficult to provide a reliable understanding of spatial and temporal trends 
in CPUE, local availability of abalone stocks and their productivity 
performance. Thus, as it was found in this study, a useful method for 
identifying these shifts in catch and effort and CPUE distribution is to track 
fishermen to accurately identify where fishing activity occurs. The application 
of cost-effective and precise size logging and GPS tracking units should be 
implemented during fishing events because it can provide managers an 
effective snapshot of shifts in CPUE under the current harvesting regime at the 
individual reef scale. By taking into account the spatial component of diver 
behaviour into fishery assessment models at sub-zonal and site-specific levels, 
the results can help to prevent resource overfishing. 
The geo-statistical approaches used in this study have the potential to 
assess other benthic fisheries where fine-scale fishery data and bathymetric 
information are available. However, a number of issues have been identified 
through this study that should be further investigated. For example, GPS logger 
information provided in this study had some errors indicative of a combination 
of user and hardware failure. Single locations with frequent records were 
observed in some instances. Some records were also observed via transiting 
between reef patches, one dive event driving down a highway GPS records 
vessel position as a proxy for abalone harvest location, considering that divers 
stay very close to fishing vessel and the vessel often reflects the behaviour of 
the diver in the water. With the advent of high-resolution imagery, the precise 
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positioning of fishing locations becomes even more critical, particularly if 
attempting to derive relationships for a patchily distributed resource. Finally, 
detailed seafloor information was not available for the Julia Percy Island reef 
codes, some of the most productive fishing grounds, due to their location 
beyond the original LiDAR collection brief. Opportunities to fill this 
knowledge gap should be considered in future data collection initiatives using 
either LiDAR or multibeam ecosounder mapping techniques.  
6.3   Objective 2: Mapping blacklip abalone fishing grounds using 
LiDAR  
 
Objective 2 of this thesis was achieved by the characterization of suitable 
fishing grounds for blacklip abalone using high resolution seafloor 
characteristics and the explicit GPS records of diver's locations across the 
Western Victorian abalone zone. A major management challenge in the 
abalone fishery is the dichotomy between the reported scale of fishing events, 
and the scale at which commercially viable abalone stocks inhabit (Prince et 
al., 2008). This creates management boundaries within each fishing sub-zone 
to often expand into offshore waters where no fishing event has historically 
been recorded. Nonetheless, there has been a substantial effort in recent times 
to fill this knowledge gap by interviewing commercial divers, as well as 
through the interpretation of aerial photography captured over main fishing 
grounds, to define critical productive reef areas within each management sub-
zone (Gorfine et al., 1998; McShane et al., 1986). Although for a long time, 
aerial photographs have aided in determining the boundaries of the reef habitat 
type (Hernandez-Cruz et al., 2006; Yamano et al., 2000), they cannot be a 
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primary source for mapping habitat due to inability to accurately capture 
variations in bathymetry and structural complexity. They are also restricted in 
use to generally shallow waters (<10 m) in the area of investigation due to light 
attenuation caused by turbidity in the water column limiting the ability to 
discriminate deeper reef features. The novel application of bathymetric LiDAR 
systems produced fine-scale geophysical data, extending the way that three 
dimensional structure on fishery grounds can be mapped. Thus, the availability 
of both diver-based GPS records and bathymetric LiDAR data, and their 
integration within a predictive modelling approach, enabled an improved 
understanding of the spatial distribution patterns of abalone suitable fishing 
grounds. This approach presents an effective method for defining the extent of 
the available fishery necessary for planning fine scale reef-based management 
of abalone stocks. It appears that in the absence of appropriate fishery 
independent monitoring data, the approach described here provides a means to 
develop spatial models to define a detailed picture of fishable habitats, and 
critical reef patches, at a high resolution across the entire fishery.  
The performance of the MaxEnt model was further evaluated by 
overlaying diver-identified productive areas on predicted suitability map. 
Overall, a reasonable association (31 to 88% overlap) was found between the 
predicted and diver-identified grounds. Nonetheless, lack of geospatial 
knowledge was apparent when divers defined the borders of productive 
grounds as some of the diver-identified areas were located on sedimentary 
substrates with less likelihood of being suitable for fishermen or abalone 
stocks. This was apparent when improved associations were observed from 
regarding GPS loggers and predicted fishable grounds.  
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Bathymetric LiDAR data used in this research is the most accurate source 
of information for shallow seafloor mapping currently available for the entire 
Victorian coastline. Therefore, it is suggested for future research to assess the 
efficiency of SDMs predicting abalone suitable and fishable grounds using 
unaccounted-for oceanographic predictors, such as wave exposure, temperature 
and productivity measures (Chl a). Temperature has been shown to have an 
important influence on abalone distribution (Mellin et al., 2012), and wave 
exposure has suitable role in benthic habitat mapping (Rattray et al., 2015). 
These predictors not only influence commercial abalone diver’s preferences 
when selecting desired productive grounds, but may also impact abalone 
distribution and habitat suitability through a number of direct and indirect 
processes such as water circulation for the delivery of nutrients (Denny, 2006). 
In terms of abalone stock status and their yield, future studies should assess 
whether predicted suitable fishing grounds support clusters of abalone recruits. 
If so, rotational harvest scenarios can be implemented to enhance stock 
recovery as it has previously been observed in other benthic fisheries such as 
sea cucumber in Australia (Skewes et al., 2014) and Canada (Humble et al., 
2007). This would consequently reduce fishing-induced effects by providing 
more recovery, growth and spawning opportunities, especially for those 
populations already under harvest pressure (Dowling et al., 2008; Myers et al., 
2000).  
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6.4   Objective 3: Abundance of blacklip abalone populations 
infected by a virus 
 
Marine biodiversity is threatened by a variety of factors in recent times 
including mass mortality due to disease outbreaks (Harvell et al., 1999; Myers 
and Worm, 2003). The outbreak of infectious diseases is among issues that has 
undermined the resilience of many oceanic animals (Altizer et al., 2013; 
Daszak et al., 2001). In the past few decades, there has been a worldwide 
increase in the number of reports of diseases affecting ecologically and 
economically important species (Epstein et al., 1998; Krkošek et al., 2007), and 
future increases have been predicted due to climate change (Altizer et al., 2013; 
Harvell et al., 2002). Although Australia is comparatively free of many 
diseases present overseas, dramatic local mortalities have been occurred among 
Australian marine species, such as those observed in abalone populations in 
south-east Australia during 2006-2007 (Gorfine et al., 2008; Prince, 2007). 
Thus, Objective 3 of this thesis was addressed by analysing long term 
abundance records of blacklip abalone at two ontogenetic phases, pre-recruits 
and recruits, to assess stock recovery following mass mortality caused by the 
AVG infections across Victorian Western and Central fishing zones. There was 
a considerable difference in the density and biomass of blacklip abalone 
between the AVG affected and unaffected areas and during the pre- and post 
AVG periods indicating the deep impact of the disease. Despite some levels of 
recruitment observed in blacklip abalone stocks on virus-affected reefs, 
findings generally indicated that the affected populations are yet to show 
positive signs of recovery. 
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Although there is currently no evidence suggesting the virus is present or 
even dormant, a concern remains regarding the potential for introductions 
considering the fragility of the stock and the high mortality previously 
observed. The origin of the virus has not clearly been identified to date in spite 
of a range of plausible hypotheses. The disease was first confirmed in early 
2006 following unusual mortality rates in an ocean discharging abalone 
aquaculture farm with consequent mortality in wild abalone populations in the 
adjacent offshore reefs in south-west Victoria (Appleford, 2007; Prince, 2013). 
Although it is complex to clarify the process of disease transfer, there are 
several instances reporting how farmed-animals can be a source of infections 
among wild fish, such as the decline in wild pink salmon populations 
(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) infected with salmon lice (Lepeophtheirus 
salmonis) associated with salmon farming (Hilborn, 2006; Krkošek et al., 
2007). Rapid expansion of industrial aquaculture to meet global demand for 
seafood can create parasite outbreaks that contribute to the decline of ocean 
fisheries and ecosystems. In the most severe conditions, mass mortality can 
lead to localized extinction and fisheries collapse. No wastewater treatment is 
currently undertaking at abalone aquaculture farms in Victoria. As such, 
effective biosecurity strategies are highly recommended for the treatment of 
aquaculture effluents to minimize the risk of introducing new pathogens into 
coastal ecosystems. Wild abalone resources in this region are not yet fully 
recovered from the disease. Therefore, by implementing biosecurity plans and 
preventing human-induced stressors, wild abalone stocks will have more 
chance to recover. Future studies should continue periodic monitoring of 
abalone populations and their recruitment status on disease affected reefs. 
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Furthermore, abalone juveniles were not assessed in this study as we could not 
accurately observe juveniles within their habitat. Abalone juveniles are cryptic, 
seeking refuge from predators under rocks and crevices. The application of 
new remote sensing techniques can enable us to monitor cryptic spaces in the 
future research to overcome obstacles preventing survey for this ontogenetic 
phase. 
6.5   Objective 4: Environmental correlates of blacklip abalone 
and spiny sea urchins 
 
Following the assessment of the impact of disease on abalone 
populations in the previous chapter (Chapter 4), impacts caused by climate 
change and the occurrence of the barren forming spiny sea urchin, threatening 
blacklip abalone fishery was evaluated in Chapter 5. Using geographic and 
climatic descriptors, the distributions of temperate marine macro-invertebrates 
blacklip abalone and spiny sea urchin were assessed across the entire Victorian 
coastline. By the application of LiDAR-derived seafloor variables in the 
models, we observed that both species had strong associations with substrate 
complexity and spiny sea urchin was abundant in deeper waters. Spiny sea 
urchins have expanded their range in south-east Australia especially in the past 
two decades, limiting marine biodiversity and fishery resources in this region 
(Booth et al., 2011; Strain et al., 2013). The GLMs applied in this thesis 
determined positive responses from sea urchins to higher SST values, and 
predicted further expansion in the distribution of sea urchins under future 
climate change along the Victorian coast. It has been observed that some 
historically productive reef areas in the Eastern zone are currently exposed to 
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urchin damage due to their destructive grazing behaviour (Gorfine et al., 2012). 
Our model based on the IPCC high emission scenario (A1FI) further indicated 
the potential loss of abalone reef habitats caused by the excessive rate of urchin 
occupancy by the year 2100 across all zones in the state. In addition, increasing 
rate of SST, especially within abalone habitats in the Eastern fishery zone, 
showed ~10% decline in blacklip abalone abundance by the year 2100 with 
relatively similar negative impacts across other fishery zones. The impacts of 
sea urchin overgrazing have already been observed at local and global scales 
such as those in Tasmania (Johnson et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2011; Strain et 
al., 2013), USA (Rose et al., 1999) and Africa (Alcoverro and Mariani, 2002; 
Wallner-Hahn et al., 2015) where reef habitats including fishery grounds are 
exposed to urchin damages. Interactions between the effects of climate change 
and intense fishing of sea urchin predators such as abalone that may occupy a 
similar niche, loss of predatory rock lobsters and other fishes may compound 
impacts and mat promote a phase shift between reef states (Ling et al., 2009a; 
Pederson and Johnson, 2006; Wallner-Hahn et al., 2015). Conservation 
strategies such as systematic urchin culling have been trialled to control urchin 
barren formation and restore algae beds (Gorfine et al., 2012; Tracey et al., 
2015). The cost of implementing culling programs over an extended spatial 
scale and associated logistical constraints may be prohibitive and limit urchin 
removal attempts. Nonetheless, reducing human-induced stressors and 
enhancing natural predation in combination with other effective plans can be 
among management actions in the face of ongoing warming. Such strategies 
could at least to some level mitigate or delay catastrophic shifts in ecologically 
and economically important natural resources.  
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Predicting the potential impact of climate change on species future range 
is a challenging task due to uncertainties related to the SDMs, species life 
history traits including adaptive potential and future climate scenarios (Porfirio 
et al., 2014). Climate models are complex as they vary spatially and 
temporally, and no single best model exists (Harris et al., 2014). Although our 
model was on the basis of one of the highest emission scenarios available, a 
variety of greenhouse gas emission scenarios are currently being projected at 
both global and regional scales (Fordham et al., 2011). Hence, species 
responses to biophysical gradients may be dependent on the choice of 
modelling techniques and the uncertainty of the predictors such as emission 
scenarios applied in models. Other key factors that can not explicitly be 
accounted for in the predictions are species interactions, demographic structure 
and human-induced impacts such as fishing pressure that may interact with 
climate change and subsequently influence potential habitat extents and 
abundance patterns. Many human-related (such as harvest data) and 
environmental factors are often available at coarse spatial scales. Rapid 
developments in GIS, remote sensing tools and SDMs, such as biophysical 
models of climate-animal interactions, will enable the ability to incorporate 
more accurate spatial details of species-habitat aspects in the predictions, 
resulting in a better understandings of range shifts for other species (Beale and 
Lennon, 2012; Kearney and Porter, 2009; Porfirio et al., 2014).  
Species physiological characteristics such as thermal thresholds are also 
important predictors to be incorporated in the predictive models. Physiological 
information can strengthen estimates of the influence of climate change on 
species range and abundance (Buckley et al., 2011; Martínez et al., 2015). 
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Further comparison using multiple climate models and multiple SDMs are 
required for impact assessment of future species geographic distributions. 
Because of the differences between modelling algorithms and model 
complexities, multiple approaches can highlight where projected distributions 
are most robust to variations in SDMs (Jones and Cheung, 2014; Jones et al., 
2013). Although it may be difficult to measure the uncertainty surrounding a 
single scenario-based model, this does not imply that such models are not 
useful. The point is that ecological studies assessing how species relate to their 
habitat factors and climate change are in their infancy and will be improved by 
filling geophysical and observation knowledge gaps in our ocean systems. 
6.6  Concluding remarks  
 
In conclusion, research presented in this thesis advances our current 
understanding of patterns of distribution, fishery and ecological status of an 
important commercial benthic macro-invertebrate, blacklip abalone, in south-
east Australia. Blacklip abalone are under a variety of human, climate and 
ecological-related pressures in recent times impacting their productivity, 
economic longevity and future sustainability. 
 The application of bathymetric LiDAR, spatially explicit fishery and 
benthic survey data and integration of this information using statistical models 
demonstrated the potential applicability of multidisciplinary analytical 
approaches in ecosystem-based management of an exploited species. The thesis 
showed how advanced techniques and tools available can be utilized to 
characterize species and habitat associations. These achievements have not 
been observed in seascape ecology, and especially fisheries, until recently. This 
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has mainly been due to the paucity of accurate locational information from the 
marine environment compared to the terrestrial realm. Nonetheless there is 
much to discover regarding the mechanisms by which key ecological processes 
such as climate change and habitat range shifts influence marine resources, 
including fisheries. Rapid advances and coverage of marine remote sensing 
data are needed to close this knowledge gap.  
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